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PROFESSOR FRED STAMBROOK, 1929 - 2005 

Fred Stambrook died at the age of 75 on Friday 15 July 2005. He came to teach History 
in the History department of the University of Manitoba in 1968. He had a B.A. (Hons) in 
History from Oxford, a B.Sc.Econ.(I-Ions) from the London School of Economics and a PhD in 
International History from the University of London. Before coming to Canada he was a 
Lecturer in History at the University of Sydney in Australia. 

Fred's research interest was in inter-war European diplomacy. As a graduate student he 
worked in the British Foreign Office on the translation of captured German Foreign Office war 
documents and served on the Editorial Board of the multi-volume Documents on Germar~ 
Foreign Policy, 1918-1945. I-Ie had numerous publications and taught European history 
throughout his career. Taking a half-time appointment five years ago, at the time of his death he 
was preparing to teach two courses this coming Fall, on Western Civilization, and on the Balkans 
in the Twentieth Century. 

Fred had many administrative responsibilities at the University of Manitoba, and his 
positions included terms as Associate Dean of Arts, Dean of Arts, and a nine-year appointment 
as Vice-President Academic. In 2004 he was awarded the title of Dean Emeritus. 

Fred had a colourful cosmopolitan career and used stories from his personal experience to 
bring history to life for his students. Born in Vienna in 1929, after his mother's death he was 
raised by grandparents until 1939, when he was sent on his own to England. In his personal 
reflections of the rail journey across Europe, Fred noted he was "one of the fortunate ones. My 
grandparents and great grandmother perished in the Theresienstadt concentration camp." He was 
one of the ten thousand, mainly Jewish, children known collectively as the Kindertransport, 
allowed into Britain as refugees from Nazi Germany. 

ady~ 
settlers in Manitoba, and to Jews in Bukovina. With his wife, historian Dr Stella Hryniuk, he 
travelled widely and they collaborated on work together. His most recent article was published 
last year, "National and Other identities in Bukovina in late Aushan Times," in the Austrian 
History Yearbook. 

An avid sportsman, and active in the wider community, Fred was a founding member of 
the Manitoba Minor Soccer Association and was honoured as Life Member of the Canadian 
Soccer Association. He was inducted into the Manitoba Jewish Sports Hall of Fame and the 
Manitoba Sports Hall of Fame. He was a Board Member of the Jewish Heritage Centre 

His colleagues and students will miss him greatly, and we extend sincere sympathy to his 
family. 

Mary Kinnear 
Head, History 
18 July 2005 



I n  Memoriam: Dr. M. S. Stern (Religion) 
Dr. Moshe (Martin) Stern, formerly of the Department o f  Religion, passed away this past 
weekend in Montr&al, after a lengthy illness. He leaves his wife, Sydell, and two adult 
children, Micki and Yitzi, their spouses and three grandchildren who Moshe absolutely 
adored. Moshe had been hospitalized for most of the past three years and had to be moved 
recently by air ambulance to Montr6a1, as was his wish. As a result, he had a few happy 
months living in proximity to his daughter, Micki, son-in-law, Elie, and his three 
grandchildren. 

Moshe received his BA from Brooklyn College, CUNY in  1966, and PhD in Islamic Studies 
from UCLA in 1977. He was ordained in 1966 (Yeshivat Eretz, Israel). After a number of 
Lecturer appointments in  the Department o f  Near Eastern and Judaic Studies a t  the 
University of Manitoba between 1970 and 1977, Moshe joined the Department of Religion 
as an Assistant Professor in  1978. He twice served as Acting Head of Near Eastern and 
ludaic Studies (1981-82 and 1987-88), and, when that Department was discontinued, he 
moved full-time to the Department of Religion i n  1989. He was promoted to Associate 
Professor in  1984. 

Moshe's research interests extended to medieval and contemporary Islam; Islamic 
secularization; Islamic-Jewish relations; Judaism in Canada; and Religion and Politics in the 
Middle East. He published Al-Ghazzali On Repentance (New Delhi, 1990); academic essays, 
such as "Muhammad and Joseph: A Study o f  Koranic Narrative" (Iournal of Near Eastern 
Studies, 1985); and numerous book reviews. He also presented many papers, including 
such studies as "The lewish Presence in  Seventh Century Arabia" (Boston, 1979) and 
'Jewish Studies in Canada" (QuGbec, 1980). Moshe was most active, however, in  forging 
university-community outreach: he was a frequent commentator on CBC and CTV and he 
published extensively in  the popular press and in local periodicals (including Manitoba 
Beaver, The Jewish Post and News, and The Winnipeg Free Press). He was also an active 
contributor to The National Jewish Post and Opinion (Indianapolis), Bnai Brith Covenant 
(Toronto); and The Jewish Press (New York). Moshe contributed significantly to the 
community through service on the Board o f  Directors o f  the Multiple Sclerosis Society of 
Canada; the Education Committee o f  the Torah Academy o f  Winnipeg; the Torah Education 
Fund o f  Canada (President); Board of Governors, Maimonides College (Ontario); Campus 
Committee, Winnipeg Jewish Community Council; Advisory Board, Family Institute of 
Canada; Committee on Yiddish, Canadian Jewish Congress. 

Moshe Stern's extensive service to the University o f  Manitoba included years on University 
Senate, on the Faculty of Arts Discipline Committee, and the Joint Discipline Committee for 
the JDP in Religion. He was a stalwart teacher for the Department of Religion, carrying 
heavy student loads at the introductor/ level for a number o f  years and doing course- 
manual development work. He will be sadly missed. 



IN REMEMBRANCE 

KEDAR TANDON 

It is with regret that w e  learned of the passing on July 16, 2005 of Dr. 
Kedar Tandon. Dr. Tandon has been serving the Department of 
Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering (MEIMF) since 1988. 
Seconded from the Economic Innovation and Technology Council, ElTC 
he was appointed in a part-time capacity as an Associate Professor in the 
MEIMF Department. He continued in this role until 1996 at which time 
he was appointed Adjunct Professor. 

I Dr. Tandon was recently diagnosed with cancer and through all of  this he 
continued his research and work which benefited the Department and the 
University significantly. He played a key role in establishing t w o  areas of 
research-solidification in microgravity, and wear of materialslcoatings. 
This research resulted in considerable research funding to  the university, 
in publications, and the training of graduate students. He was an 
integral part of the MEIMF department where he established a unique 
research program, one of three in Canada, in wear of materials/coatings 

reat interest t o  Standard Aero L t  

I Dr. Tandon was valiant in his will t o  survive, but  it proved t o  be 
impossible to  overcome. He was a devoted researcher and his presence 
in the MEIMF Department will be greatly missed. 

A Memorial Service will be held on Tuesday, July 19, 2005 at 4:00 p.m. 
a t  Thomson in the Park Funder Home, 1291 McGillivray Blvd. 

1 Faculty of Engineering 



208 Administration Building 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
Canada R3T 2N2 
Telephone (204) 480-1408 / 
Fax (204) 275-1 160 ', U N ~ V E R S I T Y  Office ofthe 

o~ M A N I -1 o B A Vice-President (Academic) & Provost 

May 27,2005 

TO: Richard Sigurdson, Dean, Faculty of Arts 

FROM: Robert Kerr, Vice-president (Academic) & Provost 

SUBJECT: New Programs in Italian Studies 

We have now received formal confmation that COPSE Council, at its meeting of 13 May, 
approved the establishment of your Faculty's proposed B.A. (Gen) and B.A. (Adv) Majors in 
Italian Studies. Congratulations to everyone who worked so hard to create these exciting new 
programs! 

Because these programs require no additional resources, I am pleased to authorize their 
implementation effective September 2005. 

W s c  

c E.J.E. Szathmiry 
R.A. Lobdell 
N. Marnoch 

d e c i e r c  



Report of the Senate Committee on Awards respectins Awards - Ausust 3. 2005 (Part A) 

Preamble 

The Senate Committee on Awards (SCOA) terms of reference include the following 
responsibility: 

"On behalf of Senate, to approve and inform Senate of all new offers and amended 
offers of awards that meet the published guidelines presented to Senate on November 
3, 1999, and as thereafter amended by Senate. Where, in the opinion of the Committee, 
acceptance is recommended for new offers and amended offers which do not meet the 
published guidelines or which other wise appear to be discriminatory under Policy No. 
419, such offers shall be submitted to Senate for approval." (Senate, April 5, 2000) 

At its meeting on August 3,2005 SCOA reviewed 13 new awards offers, 27 award 
amendments, and three award withdrawals and reports as follows. 

Observation 

On behalf of Senate, the Senate Committee on Awards approved and recommends that the 
Board of Governors approve13 new awards, 27 award amendments and three award 
withdrawals as set out in Appendix "A" of the Report of the Senate Committee on Awards 
(dated August 3, 2005 (Part A)). These award decisions comply with the published guidelines of 
November 3, 1999, and are reported to Senate for information. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Professor R. Baydack, Chair 
Senate Committee on Awards 
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APPENDIX " A  

OFFERS 

WHITMORE FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP 

An endowment fund initially valued at $94,228 has been established at the University of 
Manitoba in honour of Mina and William Whitmore and family. The fund will be used to support 
one Whitmore Family Scholarship for a continuing student valued at up to 20 percent of the 
available annual interest (maximum $750) and will be first offered in 2007. The remaining 
annual interest will be used to support the Whitmore Family Entrance Scholarships. The 
Manitoba Scholarship and Bursary lnitiative has made a contribution to this fund. 

The scholarship will be offered to a student who: 

(1) has completed their first year of full-time study in University 1 at the University of Manitoba 
with a minimum of 24 credit hours and received a Whitmore Family Entrance Scholarship; 

(2) has achieved the highest sessional grade point average during the first year of study 
among all Whitmore Family Entrance Scholarship recipients; 

(3) enrolls full-time in their second year of study in any Faculty or School. 

In case of a tie where course load and grade point average are equal. the scholarship will be 
split between the candidates. 

As the capital balance of the fund grows increasing the available annual interest, scholarships 
for continuing students progressing from second to third year and third to fourth may be added. 
The remaining annual interest will be used to support the Whitmore Family Entrance 

t exceed the annual available 
Income. 

Selection for this scholarship will be based in the Financial Aid and Awards Oftice. 

WHITMORE FAMILY ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIP 

An endowment fund initially valued at $94,228 has been established at the University of 
Manitoba in honour of Mina and William Whitmore and family. After providing for the Whitmore 
Family Scholarship, the remaining balance will be used to provide Whitmore Family Entrance 
Scholarships for students at the University of Manitoba and will first be offered in 2006. The 
Manitoba Scholarship and Bursary Initiative has made a contribution to this fund. 

Each year scholarships (valued at a minimum of $500 but less than the Tier V level of the 
University of Manitoba Entrance Scholarship Program) will be offered to students who: 

(1) are graduating from a rural Manitoba high school; 
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(2) have achieved a minimum average of 83 percent on the best five courses appearing on 
the approved list of courses for entrance scholarship consideration; 

(3) register by the September immediately following for a full-time course load in University 1 
or any faculty or school of the University which admits students directly from high school. 

A Whitrnore Family Entrance Scholarship may not be held with scholarships offered through the 
tiered University of Manitoba Entrance Scholarship Program (ESP), the Leader of Tomorrow 
Scholarship, the Isabel Auld Entrance Scholarship, or the Chancellors' Scholarship. 

Selection for this scholarship will be based in the Financial Aid and Awards Office. 

BRATHWAITES OLlVlER MEDICAL INC. CLINICAL EXCELLENCE AWARD 

Brathwaites Olivier Medical Inc. has offered to provide an annual award in the School of 
Medical Rehabilitation. Brathwaites Olivier Medical Inc. is a principal supplier of health care 
products and equipment within the hospital environment. The first award will be offered in 2005. 

A convocation award, valued at $500, will be offered to a student who: 

(1) has completed the third year of study and is graduating from the Respiratory Therapy 
Program in the University of Manitoba's School of Medical Rehabilitation; 

(2) has achieved a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0; 

(3) has demonstrated excellence in clinical work and interpersonal skills as judged 
through the program's clinical rotation evaluations; 

(4) has demonstrated active in 

Therapy. 

DR. DONALDA MARGARET HUGGINS SCHOLARSHIP IN ANESTHESIA 

The objective behind the establishment of this scholarship is to stimulate and support the 
search for new knowledge, develop excellence in education through research, and promote 
scholarly service in the discipline of Anesthesia. Dr. Huggins graduated from the Faculty of 
Medicine at the Universitv of Manitoba in 1935 and was the first Professor of Anesthesia at the 
Winnipeg General ~ o s ~ i i a l .  She was responsible for organizing Anesthesia as a formal 
department at the hospital and she later helped to establish the Anesthesia Chair at the 
un.iversity of ~anitoba. Dr. Huggins continukd as Professor and Department Head at the 
University of Manitoba until her retirement in the early 1960's. 
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The scholarship will fund a clinical resident, fellow or physician who is qualified in Anesthesia 
and wishes to develop skills by enrolling at the University of Manitoba in one of the following 
three areas: 

(1) An established M.Sc. or Ph.D. Program of Basic Science relevant to the practice of 
Anesthesia; or 

(2) A M.Sc. or Ph.D. Program in Clinical Epidemiology, Biostatistics, or Population Health 
relevant to the practice of Anesthesiology; or 

(3) A M.Ed. or Ph.D. Ed. Program relevant to Medical Education, specifically as it affects 
teaching in Anesthesiology. 

The scholarship, valued at $50,000, will be offered to the candidate who: 

(1) is enrolled full-time in the Faculty of Graduate Studies (Masters or Ph.D. program) or in 
the Postgraduate Medical Education Program at the University of Manitoba, in one of the 
three areas outlined above; 

(2) has completed Doctor of Medicine training in the previous academic session or has been 
in practice as a clinical anesthetist for a period of less than two vears in the Winnioes . - 
~& iona l  Health Authority; 

(3) has demonstrated excellence in the discipline and wishes to continue in it. 

The total value of the scholarship is $50,000 tenable for a two-year period. 

Recipients of this scholarship will be required to make a commitment to return to the 
Department of Anesthesia subsequent to their enhanced training. If a position is not available, 
the recipient will be released from their commitment 

Interested individuals will be required to submit an application to the Associate Dean of 
Research, Faculty of Medicine, University of Manitoba by January 1'' of the year in which the 
scholarship will be tenable. Applicants are required to submit a curriculum vitae; three 
professional letters of reference; a project description (maximum length of two pages); a letter 
from the identified mentor outlining the resources available to the trainee and how the mentor 
will facilitate the research; and a letter of support from the department head outlining the 
departmental resources and facilities available to the trainee. 

The selection committee will consist of the clinical Department Head of Anesthesia, three 
additional clinician scientists selected from other clinical departments and the Dean of the 
Faculty of Medicine (or designate). 
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DR. MARK NICKERSON GRADUATE ENTRANCE STUDENTSHIP 
IN PHARMACOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS 

Dr. Mark Nickerson, a world-renowned pharmacologist, joined the University of Manitoba in 
1954 and was appointed the first Professor and Head of the Department of Pharmacology and 
Therapeutics. He developed a modern course in Pharmacology and Therapeutics, and 
established it as an important discipline in the undergraduate medical curriculum. Dr. Nickerson 
recruited several world-class pharmacologists over a short period of time to establish the 
Department as a leader both nationally and internationally in the field of Pharmacology and 
Therapeutics. He was the primary driving force in the design and construction of a new building 
for Pharmacology, The Chown Building, which opened in 1965, and remains the home of the 
Department. This studentship has been established as a lasting tribute to his energy and vision 
in developing the discipline of Pharmacology and Therapeutics in Canada. 

The endowment fund of initially $139,335 has been established by the Department of 
Pharmacology and Therapeutics. The available annual interest from this fund will be used to 
provide an entrance studentship to a student who: 

(1) is enrolled in the Post Graduate Medical Education Program, specifically in the 
Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutics, in the Faculty of Medicine at the 
University of Manitoba; 

(2) is the most academically deserving student entering the graduate studies program in a 
given calendar year. 

If in a given calendar year, upon the recommendation of the selection committee, there is no 
acceptable recipient the studentship will not be awarded. The value of this award will be 
adjusted on a regular basis to reflect the income generated from the endowment. 

The ~~~ selection ~ ~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~ committee ~~~~~~~~~~~~ will be the GraduateStudies~Committeeofthe~ 
Pharmacology and Therapeutics. 

Any future amendments to the terms of reference will require approval by 75 percent of the 
membership of the Pharmacology and Therapeutics Department Council. The Department 
Head of Pharmacology and Therapeutics will administer the activity of the studentship based on 
recommendations made by the Graduate Studies Committee of the Department of 
Pharmacology and Therapeutics. 

Should the Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutics be dissolved or amalgamated with 
another department or faculty, the studentship must continue to be given as an entrance award 
for candidates pursuing post graduate qualifications in the scientific discipline of Pharmacology. 
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JAMES T. RALEIGH MEMORIAL BURSARY 

Mrs. Doris Raleigh has established an endowment fund of $37,638.54 to provide bursary 
support for students at the University of Manitoba to honour her husband James, who was a 
1952 Civil Engineering graduate of the University of Manitoba. The first award, valued at the 
available annual interest, will be offered in 2006 to a student who: 

(1) is enrolled as a full-time or part-time student in the third or fourth year of study in any 
Faculty or School at the University of Manitoba; 

(2) has achieved a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.0; 

(3) demonstrates financial need on the standard University of Manitoba bursary application 
form. 

Preference will be given to a custodial single parent with dependent children. 

Selection for this bursary will be based in the Financial Aid and Awards office. 

DR. A.A. EARN MEMORIAL AWARD 

An endowment fund of $12,300 was established in honour of Dr. A.A. Earn by his wife 
Josephine, daughter Dinah, and son David. Dr. Earn was a distinguished member of the 
Department of Obstetrics, Gynecology and Reproductive Sciences from 1959-1995. The award, 
to be used for the purchase of texts, is valued at $500 and will be awarded annually to a 
student who: 

(1) is enrolled in the Post Graduate Medical Education program in Obstetrics and Gynecology 
in the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Manitoba; 

(2) shows exceptional promise in Obstetrics and Gynecology. 

The selection committee will be named by the Head of the Department of Obstetrics, 
Gynecology and Reproductive Sciences and will include the Director of the Post Graduate 
Medical Education program. 

JAMES C.H. ANDERSON BURSARY 

In memory of James C.H. Anderson (B.A.152). the Actuarial Foundation of Canada has made a 
contribution of $100,000 to provide bursary support to actuarial students in the I.H. Asper 
School of Business and Faculty of Science. A matching contribution by the Manitoba 
Scholarship and Bursary Initiative has established an endowment fund of $200,000 at the 
University of Manitoba. 

Born in Winnipeg, Manitoba, James C.H. Anderson began his actuarial career by working for 
two insurance companies in his hometown while attending the University of Manitoba. Upon 
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graduation he moved to the United States where he assumed subsequent positions of 
increasing responsibility throughout his 40 years of service in the insurance industry. 

Three bursaries, each valued at one-third of the available annual interest, will be offered 
annually to undergraduate students who: 

(1 ) are enrolled full-time (minimum 24 credit hours) in their second year of a four-year 
undergraduate program at the University of Manitoba, leading to either, (a) a Bachelor of 
Commerce (Honours) with a declared major in Actuarial Mathematics through the I.H. 
Asper School of Business, or (b) a Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Actuarial 
Mathematics (single or joint Honours program), through the Faculty of Science; 

(2) have achieved a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0; and 

(3) have demonstrated financial need on the standard University of Manitoba bursary 
application form. 

The selection committee will be named by the Head of the Warren Centre for Actuarial Studies 
& Research. 

DIANA LORANGER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 

From a bequest left by Dr. Diana Loranger, an endowment fund of $43,125 has been 
established to provide scholarships in the Department of Geological Sciences. The scholarship, 
valued at the available annual interest, will be offered to a student who: 

(1) has completed the second or third year of study as a full-time student (minimum 24 
credit hours) in the Department of Geological Sciences, Clayton H. Riddell Faculty of 
Environment, Earth, and Resources at the University of Manitoba; 

(2) has achieved high standing with a minimum sessional grade point average of 3.5; 

(3) enrolls inthe next ensuingyear of 
hours). 

The annual interest may be divided to provide more that one scholarship each year at the 
discretion of the selection committee. 

The selection committee will be the Department of Geological Sciences awards committee. 

VERA HEIMBACH BURSARY 

In honour of Vera Heimbach, the Winnipeg Game and Fish Association, with a contribution from 
the Manitoba Scholarship and Bursary Initiative, has established an endowment fund of 
$10,000 to provide bursary support for students. The Winnipeg Game and Fish Association 
have chosen to honour Vera, a long-time secretary of the Association, with a bursary in her 
name for her dedicated service and the lifetime commitment and passion she has shown 
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towards wildlife protection and presewation. Beginning in 2006. the bursary will be offered to a 
student who: 

(1) is enrolled as a full-time undergraduate student in the Clayton H. Riddell Faculty of 
Environment, Earth, and Resources at the University of Manitoba; 

(2) has achieved a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.5; 

(3) has demonstrated financial need on the standard University of Manitoba bursary 
application form. 

The selection committee will be named by the Dean of the Clayton H. Riddell Faculty of 
Environment, Earth, and Resources (or designate). 

GARY AND JANICE FILMON BURSARY IN ENGINEERING 

A contribution provided by the PC Manitoba Fund has established an endowment fund at the 
University of Manitoba in honour of Gary and Janice Filmon. The fund, currently valued at 
$49.170, will provide two bursaries annually. Each bursary will be valued at half of the available 
annual interest with one offered to a student in the Faculty of Engineering and one to a student 
in the Faculty of Human Ecology. Beginning with the 2005-2006 academic session, a bursary in 
Engineering will be offered to a student who: 

(1) is enrolled full-time in any year of study in the Faculty of Engineering at the University of 
Manitoba; 

(2) has achieved a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.5; 

(3) has demonstrated financial need on the University of Manitoba bursary application form. 

T 
Committee. 

GARY AND JANICE FILMON BURSARY IN HUMAN ECOLOGY 

A contribution provided by the PC Manitoba Fund has established an endowment fund at the 
University of Manitoba in honour of Gary and Janice Filmon. The fund, currently valued at 
$49,170, will provide two bursaries annually. Each bursary will be valued at half of the available 
annual interest with one offered to a student in the Faculty of Engineering and one to a student 
in the Faculty of Human Ecology. Beginning with the 2005-2006 academic session. a bursary in 
Human Ecology will be offered to a student who: 

(1) is enrolled full-time in any year of study in the Faculty of Human Ecology at the 
University of Manitoba; 
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(2) has achieved a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.5; 

(3) has demonstrated financial need on the University of Manitoba bursary application form; 

(4) has demonstrated a service ethic with involvement in the university or external 
community (e.g., community services, volunteering, music, drama, art, athletics, student 
government). 

Applicants must include a one-page description of activities as outlined in the fourth criterion 
along with their bursary application. 

The selection committee will be the Faculty of Human Ecology Student Standing and Awards 
Committee. 

ANDREW YOUNG SCHOLARSHIP 

An endowment fund of $80,000 has been established in the name of Andrew Young by 
Andrew's parents, Jon Young and Nancy Read, and by the Estate of Andrew's maternal 
grandparents, Wallace and Grace Read, to provide scholarships to students studying English at 
the University of Manitoba. The Manitoba Scholarship and Bursary Initiative has made a 
contribution to this fund. The scholarship, valued at half of the available annual interest, will first 
be offered in 2005. 

Andrew James Read Young was a third-year student in the Faculty of Arts at the time of his 
death in 2004. Throughout his life, Andrew had a passion for literature, poetry and creative 
writing. At the University of Manitoba, he found a place where faculty and fellow students 
allowed that interest to flourish. This scholarship is being established to honour Andrew's 
passion and to recognize the friendship and support that the University provides. 

(1) is enrolled full time in the third year of study in the Faculty of Arts at the University of 
Manitoba and has completed 24 to 30 credit hours in Arts courses beyond the 100 level 
and who is pursuing either an honours or an advanced major degree in English; 

(2) has achieved a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.5; 

(3) has demonstrated passionate intellectual engagement with literature in general, and 
poetry. Shakespeare or creative writing, in particular. 

The Faculty members of the Department of English will nominate candidates for consideration 
for the scholarship. 

There will be one new recipient selected annually. Each recipient will hold the scholarship for a 
period of two years. The scholarship will be renewed, providing the student: 
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(1) registers for, and remains registered in, the fourth year of their program as a full-time 
student in the Department of English in the Faculty of Arts; 

(2) maintains a cumulative grade point average of at least 3.5. 

In exceptional years when a new recipient cannot be selected based on the criteria outlined 
above, a fourth year or pre-M.A. student may be considered. Such a recipient will only hold the 
award once (i.e., they will not receive the renewal portion of the scholarship). 

The selection committee will be named by the Head of the Department of English (or 
designate). 

AMENDMENTS 

FACULTY OF ENVIRONMENT AWARDS 

The terms of reference for scholarships, bursaries and prizes offered in the Faculty of 
Environment will be amended to reflect its new name as the Clayton H. Riddell Faculty of 
Environment, Earth, and Resources. 

CENTRE ON AGING GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP 

At the request of the Centre on Aging, the name of this fellowship will be amended to the 
BETTY HAVENS CENTRE ON AGING GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP. 

A. LANGLEY JONES LEADERSHIP AWARD 

The value of this award offered in the Faculty of Pharmacy will be increased to $500 (from 
$200). 

CYRIL L. ANDERSON - RIDLEY CANADA LIMITED AWARD IN ANIMAL SCIENCE - 
DEGREE 

The name of this award will be amended to CYRIL L. ANDERSON - RIDLEYINC. AWARD IN 
ANIMAL SCIENCE - DEGREE. 

CYRIL L. ANDERSON - RIDLEY CANADA LIMITED PRIZE -DIPLOMA AGRICULTURE 

The name of this award will be amended to CYRIL L. ANDERSON - RIDLEY INC. PRIZE - 
DIPLOMA AGRICULTURE. 
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CYRIL L. ANDERSON - RIDLEY CANADA LIMITED GRADUATE 
FELLOWSHIP IN ANIMAL NUTRITION 

The name of this award will be amended to CYRIL L. ANDERSON - RIDLEY INC. GRADUATE 
FELLOWSHIP IN ANIMAL NUTRITION. 

CANADA LAW BOOK INC. PRIZE FOR CIVIL PROCEDURE 
CANADA LAW BOOK INC. PRIZE FOR FAMILY LAW 

At the direction of the donor, the value of these prizes will be increased to $250 each 
(previously $150 each in Civil Procedure and $75 each in Family Law). 

ST. JOHN'S MUSIC LTD. SCHOLARSHIP 

The name of this scholarship will be amended to ST. JOHNS MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP. 

ROMA COLLINS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 

The Bachelor of Human Ecology (Clothing and Textiles) degree offered in the Faculty of Human 
Ecology has been changed to a Bachelor of Science (Textile Sciences) degree. This 
scholarship is open to all students in the Faculty of Human Ecology therefore, the terms of 
reference will be amended to add this degree to be considered eligible. 

UNlVERSlTY OF MANITOBA FACULTY ASSOCIATION BURSARIES 

The terms of reference for this bursary will undergo several amendments. First, the value of the 
three bursaries will be increased to $1.500 each (from $1,000). Second, students in the final 
year of their first undergraduate degree will now be eligible. Previously, recipients were required 
to be returning for the next year of study. Third, a minimum sessional 

0 will be added as a criterion. Last, the inclusion of two Deans or Di 
representatives) and the President of UMFA (or representative) will be replaced with a 
requirement that, after determining potential candidates, the Financial Aid and Awards Office 
will consult with the Faculty Association to ensure that the criteria have been met. 

MANITOBA MILK PRODUCERS BURSARY 

The name of this bursary offered in Agricultural and Food Sciences will be amended to the 
DAIRY FARMERS OF MANITOBA BURSARY. 

PHILOSOPHIA MATHEMATICA PRIZE IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS 

The value of this orize will be amended to the available annual interest aenerated bv the 
endowment fund,'approximately $200, (from $100 and a one-year subs~ription to Philosophia 
Mathematica). In addition, the department named in the terms of reference will be amended to 
the ~ e ~ a r t m e n t  of Mathematics (from the Department of Applied Mathematics). Lastly, the 
award is offered to a student studying Applied Mathematics. The 'a' and 'm' of applied 
mathematics will be changed to lower case. 

11 
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ARCHER DANIELS MIDLAND FELLOWSHIP 
MORRIS SHORE GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP 

The terms of reference for these awards will undergo two amendments. First, reference to the 
MBA Manitoba Program will be amended to the new name, Asper MBA Program. Second, the 
selection committee will be simplified to, "The selection committee will be the MBA Program 
Committee." 

ALLAN BRONFMAN FAMILY BURSARY AT THE I.H. ASPER SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 

The terms of reference for this bursary will undergo three minor amendments. First, reference 
to the Master of Business Administration will be amended to the new name, Asper MBA 
Program. Second, the selection committee will be simplified to, "The selection committee will be 
the MBA Program Committee.". Last, the financial resources and circumstances of the 
applicants are considered in selection. This will be clarified in the terms of reference to mean 
that financial need has been demonstrated on the University of Manitoba bursary application 
form". 

T.A. (STONEY) ANDERSON GOLD MEDAL 

The terms of reference for these awards will undergo two amendments. First, reference to the 
MBA Manitoba Program will be amended to the new name, Asper MBA Program. Second, it will 
be clarified that the medal is offered each May to the student who has achieved the highest 
academic standing in the program among all gmduates in the last twelve months. 

WILLIAM EDWARD DRISCOLL BURSARY 

The terms of reference for this bursary offered in the Faculty of Law will be amended to reflect 
that an endowment fund has now been established at the University of Manitoba in support of 
this bursary with funds contributed by the family of William Edward Driscoll. In the past the 
funds were held with the Manitoba Law School Foundation and the bursary was annually 
funded by the Foundation. 

GARTH ERICKSON MEMORIAL BURSARY 

The terms of reference for this bursary offered in the Faculty of Law will be amended to reflect 
that an endowment fund has now been established at the University of Manitoba in support of 
this bursary with funds contributed by the family and friends of Garth Erickson. In the past the 
funds were held with the Manitoba Law School Foundation and the bursary was annually 
funded by the Foundation. 
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MANITOBA LAW SCHOOL FOUNDATION - GARTH ERICKSON MEMORIAL 
PRlZE IN COMMERICAL LAW 

MANITOBA LAW SCHOOL FOUNDATION - GARTH ERICKSON MEMORIAL 
PRlZE IN SALES AND CONSUMER LAW 

The terms of reference for these prizes offered in the Faculty of Law will be amended to reflect 
that an endowment fund has now been established at the University of Manitoba in their support 
with funds contributed by the family and friends of Garth Erickson. In the past the funds were 
held with the Manitoba Law School Foundation and the prizes was annually funded by the 
Foundation. As well, reference to the Manitoba Law School Foundation will be removed from 
the names of the prizes. 

MANITOBA LAW SCHOOL FOUNDATION PRlZE IN WILLS AND SUCCESSION 
MANITOBA LAW SCHOOL FOUNDATION PRlZE IN 
CANADIAN CHARTER OF RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS 

The terms of reference for these prizes offered in the Faculty of Law will be amended to reflect 
that an endowment fund has now been established at the University of Manitoba in their support 
with funds contributed by the family and friends of Frank Billinkoff. In the past the funds were 
held with the Manitoba Law School Foundation and the prizes was annually funded by the 
Foundation. As well, the names of the prizes will be amended to the FRANK BlLLINKOFF 
PRlZE IN WlLLS AND SUCCESSION and the FRANK BILLINKOFF PRIZE IN CANADIAN 
CHARTER OF RlGHTS AND FREEDOMS. 

JOHN A. MACDlARMlD SCHOLARSHIP 

The value of this scholarship offered in the Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation 
Studies will be amended to the available annual interest (from $500). 

LKlRK ASSOCIATION OF RUPE 
LORD SELKIRK ASSOCIATION OF RUPERTSLAND MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS 

At the request of the donor, the names of these scholarships will be amended to THE LORD 
SELKIRK ASSOClATlON OF RUPERT'S LAND AGRICULTURE SCHOLARSHIP and THE 
LORD SELKlRKASSOClATION OF RUPERT'S LAND MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS. 

MR. AND MRS. ONG HOD HONG MEMORIAL BURSARY 

The terms of reference for this bursary will undergo several amendments. First, in the first 
paragraph, it will be clarified that Mr. and Mrs. Ong and their nine children all attended the 
University of Manitoba. Second, students enrolled in Continuing Education will no longer be 
considered eligible. Third, both entering and returning students are eligible for this bursary. 
Entering students will require a minimum high school average of 70% to be eligible. Fourth, the 
bursary is directed to students who have demonstrated unique personal hardship or difficult 
personal circumstances as a student with a permanent disability or as a single parent. The 
terms of the bursary will be further clarified that multiple bursaries may be offered in a given 
year and bursaries will be made available for both the regular and summer sessions. Further, a 
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recipient can hold this bursary multiple times throughout their academic career at the University 
of Manitoba. The selection committee will have the discretion to determine the number and 
value of awards each year. Finally, the Department of Religion will assist with the selection 
process. 

WITHDRAWALS 

PIERRE FAUCHARD ACADEMY AWARD 

This scholarship is to be withdrawn as it is now managed through an external program. 

GERMAIN MASSlCOlTE MEMORIAL AWARD 

This award offered in the MBA program at the Asper School of Business is to be withdrawn as 
the original five-year commitment has been met and, upon review, the donor has decided 
against continuing with the award. 

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING MEDAL IN GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING 

This program medal is to be withdrawn as the Geological Engineering program is no longer 
offered. 



August 24.2005 

Report of the Senate Executive Committee 

Preamble 

The Executive Committee of Senate held its regular monthly meeting on the above date. 

Observations 

1. Speaker for the Executive Committee of Senate 

Dean Leslie King will be the Speaker for the Executive Committee for the September 
meeting of Senate. 

2. Comments of the Executive Committee of Senate 

Other comments of the Executive Committee accompany the report on which they are 
made. 

Respectfully submitted. 

Dr. Emtike Szathmary, Chair 
Senate Executive Committee 
Terms of Reference: Senate Handbook (Revised 1992), Section 9. 

Comments of the Senztz Exccuti!!? Ccrnrnittca: 
The Senate Exscutive Committee endorses 
the report to Senate. 



MEMORANDUM 

. 

March 7,2005 

500 University Cenbe 
W ~ p e g ,  Manitoba 
Canada R3T 2N2 
Telepl~one (204) 474-9377 

To: Mr. Jeff LeClerc, University Senate Office 310 Administration 

From: Dr. Donald Smyth, Acting Dean, Faculty of Graduate Studies b- 

U N I V E R S I T Y  ]:ax (204) 474-7553 - 
OF M A N I T O B A  1 Faculty of Graduate Studies 

Subject: MOTIONS FROM THE FACULTY COUNCIL OF GRADUATE 
STUDIES: 

The following motions were passed at the Faculty Council of Graduate Studies 
meeting. February 28, 2005. 

For Approval: 

MOTION: that the  proposed course  deletions be  approved by Senate. 

MOTION: that the  proposed modifications to  the  Ph.D. in Social Work 
be approved by Senate. 

MOTION: that the proposed Ph.D. in Design and  in Planning in the 
Faculty of Architecture be approved by Senate. 

/ks 

atts. 

. 

: Commen&&;hgsenate ExeCutFJe Committee: 
The Senate ExecM,Committee endorses 
the report to . Senate. . 
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Preamble 

- 
The Programs and Planning Committee (PPC) of the Faculty of Graduate Studies (FGS) has the 
responsibility of considering new graduate program proposals and Lo make recommendations lo FGS 
Council. PPC met on January 24.2005 and made the following recommendation regarding the proposal 
of a Ph.D. program in Design and Planning. 

Observations 

1. The proposed interdisciplinary Ph.D. in Design and Planning would be unique in Canada, sewing a 
societal demand for broader interdisciplinary solutions lo complex environmental, design and 
planning problems. 

2. The external review committee endorsed the proposed program, concluding that the Faculty of 
Architecture has the capacity and potential to deliver a solid doctoral program. 

3. The Library Support Statement indicated that the University of Manitoba Libraries is able to support 
the proposed Ph.D.. noting that resources are strong in all areas related to the curriculum. 

4. The proposal received support statements from The Facullies of Engineering, Education and. 
Environnlent Earth and Resources, and from Student Records and IST. 

5. The written proposal (including new course introduction forms and the Library Support Statement), 
external reviewer reports and the Faculty of Architecture response to the external reviewer reports 
are attached. 

The Programs and Planning Committee of the Faculty of Graduate Studies recommends that the Faculty 
Council of Graduate Studies endorse the Ph.D. proposal in Planning andDesign to Senate for approval. 

Endorsed by the Faculty Council of Graduate Studies February28. 2005 



Faculty of Architecture 

Proposal for Ph.D. 

(In Design, and i n  Planning) 

January, 2005 
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A 1. In t roduc t ion  

This proposal to establish a Ph.D. in the Faculty of Architecrure is intended to address a current shortfall 
in the Faculty's academic program. University of Manitoba, Faculty of Graduate Studies general 
regulations have been applied to the development of this program. 

Over the past 90 years, the Faculty of Architecmre has evolved from being the first School of 
Architecture in Western Canada to a fully integrated interdisciplinary Faculty with four Departments. 
Presently the Faculty offers Masters degrees in Architecture, City. Planning, Interior Design and 
Landscape Architecture. and an Undergraduate Degree in Environmental Design. 

Few ather universities in North America offer the breadth of Design and Planning disciplines provided at 
the University of Manitoba. Typically other universities offer planning or design studies in one or two of 
the Four design disciplines available at the University of Manitoba. Few Canadian universities provide 
Ph.D.'s in planning or design-based discipline programs. 

The need for Ph.D. degrees housed in broadly based interdisciplinary faculties, however. is growing. 
particularly as society demands broader interdisciplinary solutions to complex environmental. design and 
planning problems. While Graduate Studies offers an Interdisciplinary Ph.D. (permitting PbD. candidates 
in chc Faculty of Architecmre to register in other University Faculties that offer PhD.'s) this process is 
not effective for most PhD.  candidates and does not serve wen the Faculty's emerging research agenda. 
Increasingly, there is evidence that other professional programs are further evolving to include research 
degrees. such as doctorates in the design disciplines. 

The University of Manitoba is uniquely positioned to provide a Ph.D. More particularly. the Faculty of 
Architecture is  able to deliver a PhD. with w o  sueams or foci: one in Design and one in Planning. Both 
streams would be founded upon a broad based and highly regarded interdisciplinary p r o m  1 
the Faclilty of Architecmre. The provision of a Ph.D. (@interdisciplinary-focus o n e i & e  
Planning) would be th~naturaevoluiion o f t h e ~ & l @  that has a national and international repqtation for . - 
its reaching and researcc and would address thGncreasing n a d  for a Ph.D. in an in~e~disci~linary 
Design an-dplanning Faculty. 

A. Program Description 

The Faculty of Graduate Studies Procedure for Submittine n New P r o m m  Prooosal has been used to 
guide the presentation of the following material. 

. .. 

I .  Rationale, objectives and fentures 

T h e  Faculty of Architecture has established a strong teaching and research agenda. The latter 
development requires that the Faculty continue to evolve by providing advanced smdy and research 
oppormnities for the design professions while supporting the faculty's research interests. A Ph-D.. with 

' For instance. the May 2004 Cmadian Architecrud Certification Board Visiting Team, applying Nonh AmeEcan 
accreditation criteria commented that. "'rccenl initiatives Such i15 CAST place the Archirectule prognmme ar teh 
fo~fmnt  of architectural re~mrch in Nonh America" (5  r---' 
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two streams (one in Design and one in Planning), addresses that need by developing an advanced 
research and study environmenl. Such a Ph.D. is appropriate for a major research university and a Faculty 
that continues to invest in its research agenda, such as the Centre for Architectural Srmctures and 
Technology (CAST). In recognition of the Faculty of Architecture's mix of design and planning = 
accredited programs and emerging emphasis upon design and plaming research, there is a need for two 
streams within the Faculty of Archirecture. The two streams address the brmdth and interdisciplinary 
nature of the Faculty, and the emerging international discourse around the need for advancements in 
design education. A stream in Design will build on the strengths of the architecture, interior design and 
landscape architecture faculty and associated emerging research agenda in building slructnres (e.g.. 
CAST). design theory and sustainable design. The other s r rem will focus upon the broader planning 
research agenda that is emerging in the Faculty, such as Community-based planning and design. 
sustainable development at the regional and urban scale, and aboriginal planning. The Faculty believes 
that. while complementary, the two streams address specific research interests of the two broader 
discipline scales, offer an increased opportunity to attract high quality scholars. and specialise in areas of 
desip and planning that are provided at only a few other North American universities. 

Quire simply, the primary rationale for this proposal is to bring the Faculty in line with other Faculties in 
our research university, and to address the increasing research and study needs of the Design m d  
Planning disciplines. 

The proposed new PhD. (in Design, and Planning) reflects the University's newly approved Strategic 
Plan. Building for a Bright Future. In particular. the new proposed Ph.D. responds to the five institutional 
priorities: 

1. Provide Access ro an Ejrceptional Educarion by promoling interdisciplinary PhD. studies through the 
development of curricula that responds to the emerging challenges of the built and natural .' 

environments. 

2 .  Attract and Rerain the Best by providing a research environment for faculty that inclndes Ph.D. 
student support and potentkil high quality PhD. candidate studio instructors for the undergraduate . 
degree program. 

3. Be a Centre for Research and Graduate Education that Makes a Difference to our Province, our 
Nation and our World by strengthening our 
students (and, potentially post-doctoral research 

- - - 
4.  Be 2 the Centre of our ~ o ~ m i r y :  On Mnniroba by supporting PbD. res&h w&k.in regional 

imperatives related to design and planning. 

suppoa advanced research and study in the Design and Planning disciplines; 
promote advanced research of the built and n a t d  environments; 

- complement the interdiscipkary s t ructk  of theFaculty; and 
suppoi the Faculty in its quest to be an internationally acclaimed Design and Planning institution. 

m. Hiehl@& 

Highlights of the proposed Ph.D. include: 

The new program will be a PhD. with two streams: one with a Design focus and one with a Planning 
focus. Given the interdisciplinary structure of the Facully of Architecture. the new PhD. program 
will serve the needs of-the four'design disciplines (architecture. city planning, interior design and 
landscape architecture) by focusing upon Design and Planning theo~y and research. 



The proposed Ph.D. [in Design. and in Planning) will complement the emerging research focus of the 
Faculty. The Faculty of Archirecture has developed a Strategic Research Plan that will place it at the 
forefront of Design and Planning research in Canada. A Ph.D. is required in order for the Faculty ro 
fulfill its research mission and the mandate of the University of Manitoba. 

The Ph.D. with a focus on Design will be unique in Canada. in part because it will operate in 
conjunction with the four existing design disciplines within the Faculty (a Faculty structure not 
common in N o d  America). The PhD. with a focus on Planning will serve a special niche though its 
interdisciplinary links to design and focus upon planningscale matters. 

Admission requirements and program requirements aim for high quality design theory and research. 
advancement of Design and Planning knowledge, and professional development 

Curriculum content focuses on understanding the interdisciplinary relationship between the built and 
natural environment and associared human factors. 

Teaching and learning methods in academic modules will include a mixture of srminars, lectures, 
studios, case study tutorials and independent study. Activities that promote in~erdisciplinary Design 
and Planning and other Faculty collaboration will be part of the new program 

. The Ph.D. students will be encouraged to teach in the undergraduate studio program. 

. The Faculty will not seek accreditation for the Ph.D. Given that the four existing Masters degrees are 
accredited by their respective professional bodies and given the specific nahlre and requirements of 
accreditation. it is proposed that this PhD. program not be accredited. 

2. Context 
1. Needs assessmea 

A Needs Assessment was completed by reviewing Ph.D. Design and Planning offerings in Canada c a b l e  
1) and beyond. There is no equivalent broad-based English language Design and Planning Faculty in the 
country (although the Universite de  Montreal offers a similar siructure). Other Planning or Design 

lines only. not thefour-that- exist^^ ~~~ 

~ 

----- 

- - 
In Western Canada, only the-niversity of Calgary o z r s  a PhD. in Environmental Design within the 
auspices of an interdisciplinary Faculty (Architecture. Environmental Design. Environmental Science, 
Indusrrial Design. Urban Design). UBC offers a PhD. in the School of Community and Regional 
Planning. In the remainder of the counhy only the University of Waterloo offers a Ph.D. in a bmad-based 
Design and Planning Faculty (in this case: Archirectnre. Environment and Resource Studies, and 
Planning). McGill University offers a PhD. in Architecture and a PhD.  in Planning. York provides an 
Environmental Studies doctorare degree wirb planning as one oi several foci. Overall, no other university 
in Canada offers a Ph.D..in such a broadly based Design and Planning Faculty as exists at the University 
of Manitoba. 

A review of Ph.D. in Design and Planning offerings beyond Canada indicates that there are few p h . ~ .  in 
Design programs and many PhD. in Planning programs. In the c s e  of the former, eleven universities in 
the United States offer a Design-based Ph.D. (&zona Stare. Carnegie MelIon. Georgia Tech, a w a r d ,  
Illinois Insticute of Technology. MIT. Nonb Carolina State University, University of California, 
Berkeley, University of Colondo at Denver. and University of Florida). The first PhD. in Design was 

2 Other Univerzi~im ace exploring the porenrial to dcvelop more inregnrrd prognrnr (e.g.. UBC), but sre gcnmlly having 
difficulty breaking down discipline barriers lo achievc inrerdisc s ~ r u c m ~ .  

4 



Table 1 
Comparison of Ph.D. Offerings 

in Design in Canada 

Locat ion l~rchi tecture l ~ l a n n i n ~  ( ~ e s i g n  l~rch i tec ture  I ~ e s i ~ n / ~ t u d i e s  
UBC i ......-.-..-.- -- - -- - .+--- , - 
D e p t  no -. - ;no .no - -- :no .................. . .. :no 
School -- no :yes I no  :no . ............... - ino --.- 
Faculty no no ;no -- -. ;no .................... :no 

i U_Ca!9a_ry. --A ..........-. - -- 
i no PSPT- ..-....-f.-..---- . .no i no ;no j no 

School :no no i no !no . ?no - - - -. - - - -- - -- - 
F?c!!l_ty YE --iye?. (no !no /yes - 
U Waterloo ! : -- - - - , 

no no i no '??X!. -- -- !no .no 
School -- . 2s yes I no jno .yes 

no ~aG!!9!.._ --- . .- no 1 no !no :no 
U Toronto i - -- .- - 
Depr - no i no t- ....... ..... - ino  ;no :no - 
School .no - -- :no 'no 'no .......... ;no 
Faculty :no j no i no :no 'no .- -- 
Carleton . i -- - ............... -... i 

:no E e 9 t  . _ . -- - - . I no .no ino ,no - 
School no .no f no !no ;no .......... I .- 

no FaGul!Y ............ i no jno 'no !no 

McG/II._ .. ,-.-- -_ -,- ! -- 
.no L )e?F  .... -10 --- !no, - ;no .no 

'~ho'l!. . .  .Yes..- .... .-.Yes i no :no 'no -- 
. - no .no no Faculty.. ............ l- :no -- ,no 

U M0"tFal - .... .- 

Faculty no no 'no 1 . .  . -  -- i no no .. ..... -- 

Dalhousie .-.. . -. -- ! -- --- . . . . . . .  
Depr  . . . . . . .  no no :no ..... ---- no - :no .. , ...... 
school. .... no .. .- ._no .:- no a no .. no ....... . . .  
Faculty .............. no -._ no IF-. no . no ... 
York ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . -  -- ............ 
Depr  . - no . .no --.. .no ... .............. no no . 
School no ... .- . -!!% . ;no ..... no no ......... 
Facultv no no 'no n o  ;yes 



formed at Illinois institute of Technology in 1993. Six Ph.D. in Design programs exist in h e  Unired 
Kingdom, two in Australia, one in Germany. one in ltaly. one in Finland. one in lapan and one in Taiwan. 
Doctorate studies in design are only now emerging around [he world. The need fur a similar program in 
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Canada is apparent from increasing global initiatives in post graduate design education. With the 
development of the Centre for Music, An and Design (CMAD). a PhD. (in Design) will have even more 
applicability. The proposed Ph.D. (in Design) could serve as a template for a Ph.D. that specialises in the 
multi-media and interdisciplinary design areas that are planned for CMAD between architecture. fine arts 
and music. 

During the past five years there have been three international conferences addressing the need for 
doctoral design education. As noted in. Proposal for a School of D e s i s  at the University of California 
Irvine. "the proceedings (of the second conference in La Clusaz. France in 2000) ... make it clear that 
research-based, doctoral-level education in design has become a priority for universities around the 
w o r l d  (5412002). Design Literature has been exploring the issues of design education and need for 
advanced research in design for the past few years (see: Boyer and Mitang (19961, Fisher [ZOO01 and 
Nichol and Pitting [2000)]. 

While Ph.D.'s in Planning are common around the world. there are only three universities in Canada 
[McGiU, UBC, Waterloo) offering a docrorate in planning. There are no Canadian universities offering a 
doctorate in Design. McGill offers n doctorate in Architecture (History). The University of Calgary offers 
a doctorate in Environmenral Design and York University offez a doctorare in Environmental Studies. 

The Needs Assessment indicates that there are no co~nparably structured Design and Plannjng Faculties 
in English Canada. Those Faculties/Schools that are planning-based or design-based and offer a ph.D. 
have a limited number of programs. usually limited to one or two disciplines. Given the increased 
emphasis upon integrated interdisciplinary Design and Planning research and practice, a two-sueam 
PhD.  (in Design, and in Planning) at the University of Manitoba would be unique in Canada It will be 
one of the few multidiscipline Faculties in North America offering a PhD. with two foci: one in Design 
and o n e  in Planning. 

- 
. will be offered within an-inrerdisciplinary.envimnmenl, drawing upon & 

resources of the four design professions: architecture. city planning, interior design and landscape 
architecture. The interdisciplinary focus of the Ph.D. will be a signature aspect of the prognm. unique 
to the Univessity of Manitoba within the context of Design and Planning in Canada 

b)' The  proposed Ph.D. will focus upon the advancement of interdisciplinary Designand Planning theoIy 
and reseach which is criticd to the evolution of architecture's, city planning's, interior design's and 
landscape architecture's knowledge base. 

c) The proposed PhD. will build upon faculty invesbnent and strengths. and explore regional 
imperatives. 

d) T h e  proposed Ph.D. will have opportunities to make use of the Centre for Music Art ;md Design 
(CMAD), Centre for Architectural Strucrures and Technologies (CAST). and orher emerging research 
centres in the Faculty. (Note: the Faculty is unique in Canada in terms of the availability of the 
proposed CMAD and existing CAST research facilities). 
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e) T h e  proposed Ph.D. will bc able to link with other professional Faculties, such as Engineering. 
Environment and Medicine, to explore the implications of advanced Design and Planning on the built 
environment. 

- - 
n1 Areas of concentration 

The proposed PI1.D. will offer two streams or foci: one in Design and the other in Planning. Those two 
areas o i  concentration address the unique structure of the Faculty and associated faculty mix and 
specialities. 

The Design stream will examine issues of the built and natural environment at a scale that reflects the 
design realm, a scale that addresses issues of detailed building technology to urban design. The Planning 
stream will examine issues of the built and natural environment at a scale that reflects the issues of urban 
design to a regional scale. Each of the four disciplines in the Faculty may work at the design or planning 
scale. Individual faculty members (and researchers, practitioners and educators), however, tend to focus 
upon one scale or the other. Therefore, it will be important to provide a Ph.D. with two streams: one in 
Design and one in Planning. 

The proposed Ph.D. will be known for its advanced study in theory and research. It should also be able to 
respond to emerging issues, and as such, will be designed to be flexible and responsive. Issues of current 
interest and invesments (and faculty strengths) include, for example: building structures, design and 
planning educarion, design and planning pracrice, design and planning theory, nnd susfninable design 
nnd planning. 

IV Co-ooeriition amone Manitoba universities 

The proposed PhD. will fill a void in the study of Design and Planning in Manitoba and Canada The 
proposed Ph.D. will complement the Institute of Urban Studies (TUS) at the University of Winnipeg. IUS 
offers an undergraduate urban research focus for students and faculty at the University of Winnipeg, but 
does not provide for post-graduate research opportunities. The PhD. (in Planning) will draw on selected 
IUS faculty. such as Dr. Tom Carter who teaches currently in the Department of City Planning as an 
adjunct professor. 

V Enhancement of University of Manitoba Reputation 

T h e f o u r  professional p r o g m  offered by the Faculty have received very favoura%le accreditation in 
recent yeus. TheTour programs me m t e d x r y  highly by their respective professional bodies anxby 
practitioners across the country. The Ph.D. will build on that legacy and ensure thag through its unique 
offering-.within an interdisciplinary environment. the Faculty and. inter alia, the University are seen as 
leaders in Design and Planning theory and research. Given the increasing awareness of the impomce of 
the Design and Planning professions in the creation of safe. healthy and susrainable communities, the 
need for advanced Design and Planning research and theory will be crucial to national and international 
ecological and human settlement action. A PhD. offering two streams (one in Design and one in 
Planning), obtained in an interdisciplinary environment, will place the University of Manitoba at the 
forefront of emerging Design and Planning research and theory in Canada and internationally. 

3. Specifics 

Based upon the preceding, the following identifies a potential PbD. in the Faculty of Architecture. 
I. P r o e m  Description 

The Ph.D. will have an initial focus upon interdisciplinaxy Design and Planning theory and research 
methods, particularly the advancemenr of Design and Planning theory, in the four design disciplines 
(architecture,, interior design, landscape architecrure. planning). There will be  a special emphasis upon the 

7 
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inter-relationship of the disciplines as they collectively inform Design a n d  Planning discourse. 
Dissertation topics will be encouraged to explore the discovery and formulation of planning -related and 

+ design-related quesrions that affect societal and environmental well-being, particularly in an 
interdisciplinary context. 

a. Admission Requirements 

Students who have a Masters degree in a planning or design discipline (architecture, planning, interior 
design or Iandscape archirecture or equivalent related degree [e.g., urban design]) and who have met the 
requirements of the Faculty of Graduate Studies will be eligible for consideration to the program. 
Students who possess a Masters degree in another field outside of the Design and Planning disciplines 
may b e  considered if hey have an undergraduate degree in planning or a design discipline and have an 
accumulated grade point average of 3.75 in their Masters degree3. Preference will be given to candidates 
who have a professional degree. have distinguished themselves in professional practice andlor 
professional education, and have demonswaled interdisciplinary experience andlor knowledge. 

As part of their application and following discussions with potential advisor(s), prospective candidates 
will be asked to describe their research questions in detail and identify their area of proposed 
specialisation. Candidates will declare a specialisation in one of five areas: building structures, design 
a n d  planning educurion, design and planning practice. design andplanning theory, or sustainable design 
and planning. 

Candidates to the program will provide: (a) a Problem Statement and Study/Research Rationale (i.e.. a 
description of proposed study [minimum of 5 pages and maximum of 10 pages]); (b) a dossier of their 
work; (c) evidence of financial support; and (d) three letters of reference from distinguished members of 
the planning andfor design profession(s) or equivaleul institutions. All candidates to the p r o m  will be 
interviewed once by three faculty members (and no more than five), two of whom will be from the 
Faculty of Architecture. 

b. Course Requirements 

All students will be required to take a minimum of 12 credit hours of 700 level courses of which 6 credit . ~ ~ 

~~~ ~ ~ ~ , -  ~~~~.~~~ 
eoly of Design and~Planning(3)-a8nd~dvGeeddResearch Melhods in 
s tudenkwil l  complete a Comprehensive Methods Paper, and a 

Comprehensive Design and Planning Thenry Project at the cornpledon of their course work. priorto the 
candidacy examination. Students are expected to take two additional 700 level courses as part of their 
approvedprognm to a minimum of 6 additional credits. 

Given the interdisciplinary nature of Design and Planning. a large number of 700 courses, that will be 
offered to the students in the Faculty of Architecture PhD. pr&mm, will be delivered by other Faculties. 
most notably Education. Engineering and Environment. The foIlowing program offedngs are possible 
using existing courses offered by Architecture and other Faculties (see: Attachment I for detailed course 
descriptions). 

Building Smcrures focus: 

' A higher GPA is idenlificd lor these candidares lo ensure that therc iz a preference given to those studcncs with 3 gaduare 
design degree in recognilion that studenls with e gradnuie design dewce will be berrer prcparcd ro cornplere o PhD. in a dcsjgn 
b z e d  Faculty. - 
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Design and Planning Education focus: 

Design and PIanning Practice, Design and Planning Theory focus: 

Sustainable Design and Planning focus: 

c. Evaluation of Students:Procedures 

Each student will be appointed a Ph.D. Advisor who will be the student's Thesis Advisor, responsible for 
advising the student on course selection and chairing the student's Thesis Committee. Students will 
develop a program of study in consultation with their appointed Advisor who bas a Ph.D. and is a 
member of the Faculty of Architecture and the Faculty of Graduate Studies. The Advisor will ensure that 
the PhD.  student has been given a copy of the Faculty 
advisor has reviewed the Regulations with the PhD. studen 

- - - 
A system orongoing Ph.D. student evaluation will be completed Gough the office of the%w (10 be 
appointed) Associate Dean: Academic. The results of the evaluation will be forwarded to the Faculty of 
Graduate Studies. The evalu&tion of students will be completed by: 

- Applying Faculty Supplementary PhD. Regulations (see Attachment 2); - Maintaining a personal record of a completed annual evaluation by the Associate Dean: Academic and 
Advisor of each Ph.D. student; the resulting review being accessible to the student and available for 
review: and 
Using the Faculty of Gtaduate Studies Annual Program Review form. 

The intent is that student evaluations follow prescribed requirements, are recorded, available in written 
f a m  and shared with the students. 

d. Thesis Procedures and Regulations 

The Ph.D. will be a resexch degree culminating in a thesisldissemtion. 
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e. Ability to Transfer Courses - 
Transfer of courses will considered on a case-by-case basis 

f. Other Procedures 

I1 Demee Grmted 

The proposed d e p e  offered will be in the form of a Doctor of Philosophy. 

a. Rationale for name: P h D .  

The Ph.D. will be delivered as a highly regarded interdisciplinary Design and Planning focused program. 
The cenkal feature of the degree will be its relationship ro Design and Planning disciplines and Design 
and Planning issues. Design and Planning issues are increasingly impoirant elcments of ecological. 
economic, and social decision-making, panicularly in matters related to sustainability and quality of life. 
Use of the words 'design and planning' is a purposehl recognition of the two foci, gives recognition to the 
strength of the Faculty, and c o n f i s  the imporrance of design and planning as conhibntors to the debate 
about the built environment 

Two foci are proposed. (i.e.. in Design. and in Planning). The two streams better recognise the 
specialisation inherent at the doctorate level where candidates will he expected to explore a discourse &at 
is  specific to their discipline. A Ph-D. wit11 a specialisadon in any one of the Faculty's four disciplines 
will not  indicate appropriately the interdisciplinary emphasis of the PhD. degree. As well, a discipline- 
based Ph.D. will not address rhe emerging intemational'consensus on the need for design-based PhD. ' 
research degrees. For that reason, the Faculty proposes two degree foci: a Design and b. Planning, based 
upon the subject matter and specifics of the research agenda. 

b. Name elsewhere 

Ph.D. offerings in interdisciplinnry Design and Planning are rare. There are no compaabl 
interdisciplinary Design and Planning faculties that offer a PhD. in Canada In particular, there is no 
orher Canadian institution that offers a2h.D. [in Design) and o d y  four that offer a Ph.D. (in Planning) - - 

- - 
c List of p u p s  consulted 

A Ph.D. composed of a cross-section of members of the Faculty provided advice and input to the 
proposal. Faculty Council was consulted on three occasions and approved the in principle in 
May. 2003. The following professional groups were consulted: 

Manitoba Association of Architects; 
Manitoba Association of Landscape Architects; 
ManitobaProfessional Planners Institure; 
hofessional Interior Designers Association of Manitoba 

Within the University of Manitoba. the Faculties of Arts, Education. Engineering and Envimnment were 
consulted (see Attachment 3). 

d. Accreditation 

Although the four design profession degrees at the Masers level are accredited. it is  not the intent to seek 
accreditation for the proposed Ph.D. 
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4. Projections and lmpiemenlation 

I Sample Prooram 

Students will be expected to complete their degree within five years of registration. As a minimum, 
studenrs will be required to enroll in the program full-time for the first year. The program will require that 
all students begin their studies in an interdisciplinary context by taking the Advanced Theory of Design 
and Planning and Advanced Research Methods in Design and Planning in their fmt year. Following 
completion of the two Advanced Theory and Research Methods courses, students will specialise in their 
respective areas during tbe next year of study for a total full-time study period of two years. All course 
requirements will be taken within two years of entry to the program. All candidates will complete a 
Comprehensive Methods Paper and a Comprehensive Design Theory Project or a Comprehensive 
Planning Theory Project before proceeding to their Candidacy Examination and Research Dissertation 
(Figure 1). 

Based upon their approved Problem Statement and Study/Research Rationale. students will be expected 
to develop a course of studies program with their Advisor, identifying courses within the Faculty and 
outside the Faculty that will form the basis for their Ph.D. course requirements. Students will be expected 
to meet  with proposed instmctors to determine the course availability and status of the student's 
admission to it. Ench student will provide a course enrolment authorisation form from the proposed 
insrmcror for the student's file. 

A sample program has been pmvided (Figures 2a and 2b). Figure 2a examines the potential course 
offerings for a specialisation in sustainable planning. Figure 2b identifies potential course offerings in a 
specidisation in susrxinable design. 

The proposed Ph.D. provides candidates the opportunity to specialise in their respective fields by 
choosing areas of specialisation (building structures. design and planning educafion, design andplannhg 
pracrice, design and planning theory, and susrainnble design andplanning). Candidates h m  a design 
background (i.e., architecture, interior design, landscape architecture or related area such as i n d u s a  
design or urban design) may very likely (but not necessarily) choose to specialise in d e s i p  education, 
design practice. design theory. and sustainable design. Candidates from design backgrounds in 
architecture and engineering will likely be the most qualiiied lo explore building structures from an 

-architectural design perspective. Candidates from T p l ~ i n g  background fi., city, community, and - 
regional planning or related area such as urban design) may very likely (but not necessarily) choose to 
specialise in planning education, planning pnctice, planning theory, and sustainable planning. While the 
same courses may be offered to students in the design and planning streams, the particular focus and 
emphasis of research within the course will be from the perspective of the declared research interest 
identified upon acceptance to the program of study. This wili ensure that the interdisciplinary perspective 
of the Ph.D. is enforced through pedagogical discourse and topic research thar is shared with other 
students and faculty. 

I1 Enmlrnent 

Enrolment is premised upon the acquisition of two additional Ph.D. faculty beyond current total faculty 
numbers (36) and current PhD. faculty numbers (9). Enrolment will be limited to 4 srudents in the fin1 
two years of h e  p r o m  and to 8 students thereafter or until additional resources permit otherwise. 

Distance education is no1 anticipated. 
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1V Schedule for implementation 

I t  is  proposed thaL the Ph.D. be offered in September 2006. A detailed schedule is provided Figurc3). - 

B. I-luman Resources 

T h e  Faculty of Architecture has a highly regarded and recognised faculty. Many faculty members are 
registered with their respective professional associations (Manitoba Architects Association, Manitoba 
Association of Landscape Architects. Manitoba Professional Planners Institute. and Professional Interior 
Design Institute of Manitoba,). Nine full time professors have Doctorates (6 in City Planning. 3 in 
Landscape Architecture) and six others are currently enrolled in PhD. programs (3 in Interior Design and 
3 in Landscape Architecture)'. Within three years the total number of faculty with Ph.D.'s is expected to 
be  14 o r  more than one third of the full time faculty. In addition, a t  least three existing faculty have 
indicated an interest in completing a PhD. over the next four years5. 

In the meantime, the current complement of nine PhD. faculty could folm the core for a Ph.D. program 
in Design and Planning. The existing Ph.D. faculty has a breadth of experience and expertise in design 
theory, ecological landscape design and planning. housing, landscape theory, planning theory. sustainable 
design and human settlement theory. With the addition of the five currently registered PhD. candidates 
who are Faculty members, the m g e  of competencies would be expanded to include workplace, interior 
design theory, history of design, and landscape methods. 

In addition, as part of its ongoing collaboration with the Faculty of Engineering, the Faculty of 
Architecture Ph.D. building strnctures specialty would make use of Engineering faculty members for 
purposes of instrnctioo and Committee Advice. Other Faculties, such as Education and Environment will 
b e  important contributors to thePhD. course offering. 

T h e  delivery of the new Ph.D. is dependent upon the retnm of aI1 existing SIP'S, replacement of future 
retirements, and hiking of one new position in the Department of City Planning (proposed by Faculty for 
2005) and one new PhD. position in the Department of Architecture (proposed by Faculty for 2008). Of 
the identified replacement positions. two (one in Architecture and one in Interior Design), will need to 
have a Ph.D.' All other faculty members holding a PhD., who retire or resign, will be replaced by a new 
Ph.D. faculty member. 

1. Faculty - - 
- - 

The following lists all faculty members who are expected to contribute to the research Ph.D. program. 
Their home Departments are identified as follows: 

Faculty wiih Ph.D.'s: 
Architecture: one replacement position (currently approved search) and one new posihon 
(Faculty request for 2008); 
City Planning: Dr. Blake. Dr. Bridgman. Dr. Skelton. Dr. van Vliet, Dr. Wight. Dr. Witty; 
Interior Design: Dr. Karpan. Professor Madill P h D .  candidate: likely completion 2005). Dr. Mallory- 
Hill, one SIP replacement position; 

4 ~ t  leasttwo new h i ~ s  in the Department of Architmrure will be nquired to have n PhD.  

It i s  impomnr to note that the Faculry must relain a mix of PhD. and practice-based faculryso that the 
needs of accreditation arc addrcSSd. 
' I t  is antidparcd lhar sevenl of lhc othcrs will reek to complete a Ph.D. through the Faculty's'grow our 
own' prognm 
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Landscape Architecture: Dr. Earon. Dr. Goto, Professor Perron (Ph.D. candidate: likely 
completion 2005). Dr. Nuttall. Professor Tare (Ph.D. candidare: likely coiiipleGun 2007j. Professor 
Wilson-Baptist iPhJ). candidate: likely completion 2008). 

Total: 18 potential Faculty of Archileclure faculty with the Ph.D.s. 

Facultv Association with program 

a) Thesis Advisors: 

Dr. Blake, Dr. Bridgrnan, Dr. Eaton. Dr. Goto. Dr. Karpan. Professor Madill (Ph.D. candidate: likely 
completion 2005), Dr. Mallory-Hill. Professor Perron (Ph.D. candidate: likely completion 2005). Dr. 
Nuttall, Dr. Skelton. Professor Tate (Ph.D. candidate: likely completion 2007). Professor Wilson-Baptist 
(l'h.D. candidate: likely completion 2008). Dr. van Vliet. Dr. Wight. Dr. Witty. 

Plus new Ph.D. faculty: 1 replacement position and I new position (as noted above). 
Totak 18 potential faculty with the PhD.s. 

b) Thesis Committee members 

Dr. Blake. Dr. Bridgman. Professor Chalrners. Dr. Carter (adjunct). Dr. Eaton, Professor Enns, Professor 
Epp, Professor Fuglern, Dr. Goto. Professor H m p ,  Dr. Karpan. Professor Madill (PhD. candidate: 
likely completion 2005). Dr. Mallory-Hill. Dr. Nuttall. Professor Perron (PhD. candidate: likely 
completion 2005). Professor Tate (Ph.D. candidate: likely completion 2007). Dr. Skelton, Professor 
Subotincic. Dr. van Vlief Professor West. Dr. Wight. Professor Wilson-Baptist (PhD. candidate: likely 
completion 2008). Dr. Witty. 

Plus new PhD. faculty: I replxement position and 1 new position (as noted above). Tot& 25 potential 
faculty affiliated with thePhD. program. 

c) Course teachers 

Architecture: Professor Enns. Professor Epp, Professor Fuglem, Professor Harm 
Professor Subotincic. Professor West, Ph.D. 1 replacement position and I new position; 
City Planning: Dr. Blake, Dr. Bridgman, D~Skelton. Dr. van Vliet, =Wight, new position; 
InteriorBesign: Professor Chaime~s; Dr. K q m ,  Professor Madill (PhD. candidate), Dr. hkdlory-Hill. 1 
Ph.D. replacement posihan; 
Landscape Architecture: Dr. Eaton, Dr. Gato, Dr. Nuttall. ProfessorPemn (Ph.D. 
candidate), Pcofessor Tate (PhD. candidate). Professor Wilson-Baptist (PhD. candidate: likely 
completion 2008). 

Total: 25 potential faculty affiliated with the Ph.D. program. As noted elsewherein this section. this 
proposal is premised on the on-going return of all faculty positions (retirements and resignations) and the 
hiring of two new PhD. faculty (Department of Interior Design in 2006 and Department of Architecture 
2008)'. 

2. Support Staff 

The Faculty's Graduate Student Advisors are apprised of the Ph.D. initiative. The Graduate Student 
Advisor responsible for the Department of Architecture is preparing to assume the duties of PhD. student 
advisor. 

This submission is based upon rhe ssurnprion rhal lhe F~cuity'sStfi~ing Plm will be implcmcn\crl 
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3. Other 

No additional smffing resources are required. CADLab and Partners P r o ~ a m  existing stafl numbers will - 
be able to suppon the addition of 8 Ph.D. students. 

C. Physical  Resources 

I .  Space 

Space is at a premium in the Faculty. The existing John A. Russell building has one office uncommitted 
and will be reallocating the use of Room 115, thereby creating one new office space for a total of two 
available ofiiees. The Architecme I I building is currently at full capacity for faculty offices. The Faculty 
will be creating two new office spaces in Architecture 2 and relocating sessional instructors to address 
future faculty needs. 

I S tudents 

Students will be accommodated in existing office space that will be made available through the 
reallocation of existing space. Student space for eight Ph.D. students will be shared space located in 
Room 316 of the Russell Building. This space is adjacent to the studio space occupied by masters 
students. 

11 Administration 

Adminismtion space was redeveloped in 2002 to permit the creation of private space for ihe Graduate 
Officer. 

2. Equipment 

I Teaching 

Instructional equipment is in place for the addition of Ph.D. students. 

- - 
The Faculty of Architecture ktts consistently invested in%fomation technology. The Faculty updates its - 
three year technology investment plan on a yearly basis. The Faculty operates on a wireless n e m o r k  
Additional Ph.D. srudenr use of current and future infomarion technology will be accommodated within 
existing nnd proposed investments. The Faculty is developing research facilities in CAST and proposed 
CMAD. both of which will be available for Ph.D. student work. 

T h e  Faculty has instituted a mandatory campurer purchase policy and technology pmgram fee that will 
apply to Ph.D. students. Support equipment. necessary to support Ph-D. r e s w c h  and coume work, exists 
through CCADab, the Faculty's technology department 

4. Library 

Please see Attachment 4. 
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Annchznenr I :  Co~crse Description 

Existing Courses Offered by Architecture and Other Faculties: 

Buildine Structures focus: 

023.710 Prestressed Concrete (3) A study of the analysis and design of presuessed concrete structures; 
pre-tensioning. post-tensioning. importance of marerial properties. modem design specifications. 

023.714 StructuralMasonry (3) Masonry materials, properties and behaviour. Plain and reinforced 
masonry, axial load, flexure. combined loading. Design methods, building code developments, building 
des is .  

050.761 Structural Concepts in Architecture 2 (3) A sh~dy of contemporary structud concepts and 
systems, I heir characteristics and behaviour. Examination of how structures resist and respond to external 
influences. loads and forces. 

023.726 Behaviour of Reinforced Concrele members (3) Study of the actual behaviour and strength of 
reinforced concrete members; examination of recent significant publications. conelation to research with 
current design specifications and codes. 

050.760 New BuiIding (3) Synthesis of conceptual and technical aspects of architecture - site 
manipulation and landscape, systems of fabrication, weathering. climatic constraints, sequences of 
construction, interior fittings - in the considemiion of contemporary precedent, 20" ceututy technical 
innovation,' i d  advanced building consuuction methods. 

Desien and Plannine Education iocus: 

050.758 Contemporary Theory and Criticism in Architechre and Urban Design (3) The 
development of a theoretically informed base for design activity responding to a variety of studio themes. 
Strategic positions are examined within the context of history, theory, structures, consimction. 
environmental behaviour and design techniqu 

051.718 Theory Seminar 1 - ContFEporary Issues in Design (3) A theoretical explontionif - - 
contemporary design issues as they apply to Interior Design. Theory Seminar I introduces ad supports the 
smtegic intervention of the design studio. Historical precedent in relation to human activity, sensory 
stimulus. technological and social change. ecological awareness, and aesthetic judgement will form the 
context for discussion and debate. 

031.725 Landscape ArchitectureTheory (3) Investigation of the theoretical foundations of landscape 
architecture in order to understand the complex nature of its practice, to identify its disciplinary 
boundaries, to understand its multidisciplinary nature and to investigate assumptions and myths that 
permeate its limited discourse. 

129.701 Educational Adminisbation as  a Field of Study and Practice (3) An overview of educational 
administmion, focusing on a review of some of the main intellectual traditions in the study of 

adminismation and on an analysis of some of rheforces which shape administrative practice. 
Students may not hold credit for holh 129.701 and the former 116.73 1. 
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073.703 Planning Theory 1 (3) the principal ideas and ideals influencing planning thought and pmctice. 
ranging from rational comprehensive planning to theories of societal guidance, ethics and the human- 
environment intedace. 

051.719 Theory Seminar 2 - Critical Perspectives (3) An examination of theoreticd and philosophical 
approaches to design. Examines the praclice of interior design through a van'ety of critical and historical 
perspective. Different modes of thought and manners oi questioning will be used to debateissues which 
may include gender. ethics. diversity, materiality, technology & representation, and changing spatial 
typologies. 

129.707 The Analysis of Educational Organizations (3) The application of methods of organizational 
analysis to cducationd institutions. Students may not hold credit for both 129.707 and the former 116.7 
10. 

129.702 Politics of Education (3) A review of the political features of educational organizations, with 
emphasis on value systems, community power dstllructures, local government, and political change. 
Students may not hold credit for both 129.702 and the former 116.702. 

129.780 Methods of Educational Research (3) A stud of design and data coUection techniques for 
educational research in field settings. Topics covered include quasiexpenmencltion, survey and 
observational techniques, simulation, content analysis, and sociometry. Students may not hold nedit for 
both 129.780 and the former 043.709. Prerequisite: 129580 or one of the former courses: 129.680, 
043.610 or consent of insuucror. 

129.781 Evaluating Educational Programs (3) An introduction to current approaches to evaluating 
educational programs. A review of various ev'duation methodslapproaches, along with consideration of 
specific design, erhicd, consulting and political issues will be the main focus of this course. Specific 
skills to be developed are the implementation of edncational evaluations, data collection and analysis, and 
final report writing. Students may not hold credit for both 129.781 and the former 043.726. 

129.708 Principle of curriculum Organization and ~mplementation (3) A review of npproaches to 
curriculum change and implementation. Major emphasis is placed on the systematic approaches to ' 
curricular change in education. Students may not hold credit for both 129.708 and the fonner 116.726. 

ophy ofEducation (3) A study of the philosophic foundations of education. Emphasis 
will be given to varim schoots of ~hilosophiclnquiry as they relate to educatioh and to contemporary - 
philosophy of education issues. Students %y not hold credit for both129.720 and the former 116.735'. 

Desien and Plannine Practice. Desien and Plannine Theorv focus: 

050.758 Contemporary Theory and Criticism in Architecture and  Urban Design (3) The 
development of a theoretically informed base for design activity responding to a variety of smdio rhemes. 
Strategic positions are examined within the context of history, theory, structures, construction, 
environmental behnviour and design technique. 

050.759 Urbanism (3) An examination of past and current notions of the North American city through o 
historiognphicltheoretical reading of the city - applied to the development of human settlement - From 
Greek antiquity to the present day. Speculative ideas about the future form of the city will also be 
examined. 

050.760 New Building (3) Synthesis of conceptual and technical aspecls of architecture - site 
manipulation and landscape. systems of fabrication, weathering, climatic consmints. sequences of 
consmctiou, interior fittings - in the consideration of contempomy precedenr. 20" century technical 
innovation, and advanced building construction methods. 

2 1 

- 5 9 -  
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050.761 Structural Concepts in Architecture 2 (3) A study of contemporary smctural concepts and 
systems. t heir characteristics and behaviour. Examination of how suuctures resist and respond to external 
influences, loads and lorces. 

050.734 Professional Practice (3) is concerned with the duties and responsibilities of an architectural 
practice; its divisions, ofice organizarion and adminisration. The lectures relate in scope and standard to 
current practice and its requirements, specifically lo Manitoba and Canada. 

073.703 Planning Theory 1 (3) the principal ideas and ideals influencing planning thought and practice, 
ranging From rational comprehensive planning to theories of societal guidance. ethics and the human- 
environment interface. 

073.741 Planning Design 1 (6) Studiolworkshop developing problem solving techniques and design 
skills in an area subject to environmental, social and economic change. Preparation of aplanning report 
comprised of research and analysis. evaluation of feasible alternativestrategies and design, synthesis and 
recommendations for implementation. Case studies from planning journals and planning practice in cities 
and regions. 

073.742 Planning Design 2 (6) Studiolworkshop building upon 073.741 as applied to an area of greater 
complexity, requiring the evaluation and integration of conhbutions from several planning related 
disciplines. Selected pmjects emphasise both the multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary nature of 
planning and the resolution of the problems posed. Case studies from planning journals and planning 
practice in cities and regions. 

073-746 Urban Ecology and Environmental Management (3) Theoretical h e w o r k s  and theories in 
urban ecology and environmental management as they apply to municipal i n s t i t u t i o n a l . e w o r  and 
the role 6fenvkonrnenta1 planning in urban and regional government 

- 

073-747 Professional Planning Practice (3) An examination of the professional practice and praxis of 
planning, presented in coUaboracion with the ManitobaProfessiond Planners Institute. emphasizing the 
practice aspects of planking processes. and the political, institutional and legal systems that direct andlor 
inform planning. 

051.717 Design Research Methods (3) Building on 079364Design Inquky, this course addresses the 
role of quantitative and qualitative research methods in interior design. The subject will address the 
priociplesafquantitative and quztative research rnethodolGes, focusing on the relationsh$ bg~veen 
research and interior design. Specifically identifying gaps in existing research, critical analysis and 
interpretation of existing research. representation of research intentions. methodologies, and results. 

051.719 Theory Seminar 2 - Critical Perspectives (3) An examination of theoretical and philosophical 
approaches to design. Examines the practice of interior design t h u g h  a variety of critical and historical 
perspective. Different modes of thought and manners of questioning will be used to debate issues which 
may include gender. ethics, diversity. materiality, technology Br representalion, and changing spatial 
typologies.. 

051.720 Masters Studio 1 -Strategic Issues (6) Masters Studio I focuses on developing strategic 
approaches to design. which address complex contextual issues and adaptive reuse of large-scale public 
space. Studio exploration responding to a range of complex contextual design issues. The studio focuses 
on methods of strategic malysis such as mapping and scenario planning to inform the configuration and 
resolution of new inlerior spatial forms. Large scale public space and the changing nanue of 
contemporary culture will form the basis for the design projects. 
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051.725 Professionalism and Practice (3) Introduction to the profession and pracrice of Interior Design; 
types of practice; regulating bodies; education; career development; proressional. 

031.713L04 Geographic Information Systems (3) The theory and application of CIS technology in the 
planning of urban and regional landscapes. 

031.721 Landscape Ard~itectureStudio 7 (6) Advanced investigation o i  physical f o m  within the 
context of urban and regional problem domains. 

031.725 Landscape Architecture Theory (3) Investigation of the theoretical foundations of landscape 
architecture in order to understand the complex nature of its practice, to identify its disciplinary 
boundaries, to understand its multidisciplinary nature and to investigate assumptions and myths that 
permeate its limited discourse. 

031.726 Landscape Architecturesince 1900 (3) A study of si,@icant works of landscape architecture 
since 1900, including those of Canada, within the context of cultural and ideological change over b e  
world. 

Sustainable Desien and Plannine focus: 

050.758 Contemporary Theory and Criticism in Architecture and Urban Design (3) The 
development of a theoretically informed base for design activity responding to a variety of studio themes. 
Strategic positions are examined within the context of history, theory, smctures. construction. 
environmental behaviour and design technique. 

050.759 Urbanism (3) An examination of past and current notions of the North American city through a 
histonognphicltheoretical reading of the city - applied to the development.of human settlement - h m  
Greek antiquity to the present day. Speculative ideas about the future form of the city will also be 
examined. , . 

hnical aspects of architecture - s' 
ring, climatic constraints, seque 
mporary precedent. 20" century technid 

innovation, and advanced building construction methods. - - - 
- - - 

0 5 3 . 7 0 ~ ~ e ~ i o n a l  Analysis (3) A seminar course reviewing theories of regional development which have 
planning applications. Further, it assesses government policy aimed at regional intervention and notes 
procedures of evaluation. 

031.717 Landscape Ecology in Design 1 (3) The course complements 031.716 LA Field Ecology and 
expands on the concepts of communities. ecosystems, and biomes and the interactions of organisms with 
each other and non-living camponen= in the environment For Landscape Architecture students or with 
consent of department head. 

031.720 Landscape Architecture Studio 5 (6) The examination of theories and their contemporary 
application to regional scale landscapes with emphasis on environmental problem domains associated 
with land planning and design. 

051.718 Theory Seminar 1 - Contemporary lrsues in Design (3) A theoretical exploration of 
contemporay design issues as they apply to Interior Design. Theory Seminar I introduces nd supporn the 
strategic intervention of the design studio. Historical precedent in relation to human activity, sensory 
stimulus, technological and social change. ecological awareness. and aesthetic judgement win form the 
context for discussion and debate. 
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051.724 Sensory Technology 5 (3) A self-directed exploration of new and/or divergent technologies. 
with significance to the design of interior enviroomenrs. Students will propose a self-directed or research 
project. nominating a h l l  time staff advisor for the subject instructors' approval. The proposal will clearly - - 
establish learning objectives and outcomes. and assessment criteria. 

073.707 Housing and Urban Revitalisation (3) Housing and urban revitalisation in the Canadian 
context. Housing demand and supply, structure of the housing market. Canadian housing policy, 
affordabiliry and other selected housing issues, processes and strategies related to urbm decline and 
revitalisation. 

073.746 Urban Ecology and Environmental Management (3) Theoretical fmeworks and theories in 
urban ecology and environmental management as they apply to municipal institutional fmeworks  and 
the role of environmental planning in urban and regional government. 

073.734 Urban Development (3) The rnechnnics of urban development ad its socioeconomic 
implications and underlying political forces. Practical field experience is involved in the form of an 
internship. 

053.706 Urban land Use (3) An analytical study of the location patterns of vGous city land use. in terns 
of their geographic. economic, social and political determinants. Includes field research in Wmnipeg. 

056.724 Resource and Environmental Management Processes (3) Policy formulation and 
implementation; policy analysis processes; decision making in complex environments; environmental 
assessment process-theory and practice; enviromenral assessment policy development components of 
legislated assessment process. 

056.718 Sustainable Development and Natural Resources (3) An examination of the contexr. concept;, 
principles and applications of sustainable development and nntural resources at the international, national 
and regional levels. Sustainable development is considered from three perspectives - environment, 
economy. and peoples' well-being. Particular attention is focused upon the implications of sustainable 
development for nanml resources and environmental managemenr 

Advanced Theory of Design and Planning: (new courseforPhD. students only) Exqlom the core 
- 

mries  that have informed desigRmd planning thought andpractice, with particular reference to -. 

Canadian and North American based theories as they have framed theoretical discourse and the evolution 
of practice. 

Advanced Research Methods in Design and Planning: (new course for Ph.D. students only) %]ores 
qualitative and quantitative methods that have been used in design and planning reseamh, with p d c u l a r  
emphasis upon emerging methods including reference to methodologies for inclusion of minorities and 
gender sensitive research. 



PROPOSAL FOR COURSE INTRODUCTIONS 

Faculty of 
Graduate Studies 

COURSE TO BE INTRODUCED 

DEPARTMENT 

Faculty of Architecture 

COURSE NUMBER COURSE TITLE CREDIT HOURS 

Advanced Theory of Design and Planning 

PREPAREDBY DATE (rnmlddlyyyy) 

Dr. David IrJitty June 22, 2004 

PROPOSED NEW CALENDAR DESCRIPTION- must not exceed 4 lines, 7 5  characters per line 

1 I 

Exnlores the core theories  t h a t  have informed design and planning thought and 
pract ice ,  with nar t icu la r  reference t o  Canadian and NorTh American based 
theor ies  as thgY have framed theoret ical  discourse and the evolution of 

ABBREVIATED COURSE TITLE (Maximum 15 characlers) 

Ad. Til. Des. and Plg. 

t o  ~ rpnor t '  new Ph .D. program . 

SPECIFY PRE-REQUISITES (IF ANY) 

0 



PROBABLE NO. OF STUDENTS ENROLLING IN THE COURSE: 

COURSE OFFERING CYCLE: YEARLY EVERY TWOYEARS ) 

IS THERE ANY DUPLICATION OR OVERLAP WITH EXISTING COURSES? 
If yes, a statement justifying the overlap musf be appended. 

YES 0 NO 

IS THERE ANY ADDlTlONAL COST IN TERMS OF STAFF AND/OR FACILTiES? 
If yes, a slatemenl from the Budget Dean musl be appended. 

YES NO a 

LIBRARY RESOURCES: 

- A sbternenl from h e  subjecl librarian must be appended regarding adequate support. additional copies of holdings. 
forlhwrning publications, replacement costs, etc. 
h e  library will need one month's notice to prepare its staternenC 

The proposing unit and the subject librarian should discuss and agree upon the bibliography lo be used in assessing 
h e  strengh of ffie library's collection in the field. 

TOPICAL OUTLINE 

Please append a course outline including a bibliography (selected texts, periodicals. etc.) 

- 

Where necessary, please attach further information on separate pages 

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT 

CHAIR. FACULTY GRADUATE COMMmEE 

BUDGET DEAN 



166.7XX Advanced Theory of Design and Planning 
Proposed Coursc Outline 

Faculty of Archilecture 
University of Manitoba 

Aims 

The course is intended to promote critical thinking and provide opportunities to explore 
in detail key issues, ideas and theories about design and planning, particularly in relation 
to Canadian and North American contexl. The considerations to beexamined include: 

The relationship of design and planning theories to the evolution of design 
and planning practice; 
Ways in which design and planning theories have been understood to 
shape built form; 
The factors that have shaped design and planning theories, their 
commonalities and disjuncme; 
Theory discourse as a means of discovering design and planning meaning; 
The role of theory in practice, research and discovery; and - The relationship of design and planning theories to other discipline 
theories as a means of identifjring commonalities of interest. 

Organisation and Assignments 

The class will be a seminar format with discourse and dl 
exploration. The class will be organised in four parts: evolution of design and planning 
thougm; d e s i ~  and planning ai'scipline theories: their contribution to thought a n h  - - 
practice; and presentation of papers by students. 

written work should be submitled in hard copy to the instmctor andparticipants. It will 
be  1 112 spaced with a text font of 12. A consistent format for text and citations should be 
used. 

There will be one written assignment on a topic mutually agreed to by the instructor and 
student. A critical statement outline will be developed for purposes of defining the details 
of the paper's subject. The statement outline will be worth 10% of the course grade. The 
written assignment will be a critical position statement worth 50% of the course grade. 
The of the critical position statement and role as discussion leaderin 
discussing the critical position statement will be worth 20% of the course grade. 
Paaicipation and contribution to class discourse will be  worth 20%. 



The critical position statement will be review and presenration of a lopic that addresses 
one of the six aims described above. Please discuss your proposed topic as soon as 

- -. possible with the instructor before proceeding to the development of a statement outline. 
The critical position statement should in ihe order of 8,000 words. 

Submitting work late will involve apenalty, usually of at least a half grade. 

Weekly Outline 

Week 1-2 :Introduction: Evolution of desim and plannine thoupht 
expectations and course work 
societal influences on theory development 
emerging contemporary discourse that informs theory 
theo~y and practice a discordant dialogue 
identification and assignment of topics for the presentation section 

Week 3- 5: Theme discussion: Design and planning discipline theories 
selection of three themes (based upon class makeup) 
theme discussion (one theme per week) 

Week 6-12: Presentations: Conhbution of theorv to thoueht and practice 
student presentations of topics identified in week 2 
each student will present and lead a discussion on a topic 
all students will be expected to complete background reading for each session 
each student presenter will provide a reading list of 3-5 readings to info1111 the 
theme discussion 

Week: 15: Deliverv of com~leted papers 
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Explores qual i ta t ive  and quant i ta t ive  methods t h a t  have been used i n  design and 
planning research, with par t icu la r  emphasis upon emerging methods including 
reference t o  methodologies f o r  inclusion of minorit ies and gender sensitive 
research.  

STATE REASONS - FOR THE INTRODUFTI0,N OF THE NEW C O T E  

t o  support new Ph.D. program 
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IS M E R E  ANY DUPLICATION OR OVERLAP WITH EXSTING COURSES? 
If yes. a staternenf juslifying the overlap musf be appended, 

YES a NO 

IS THERE ANY ADDITIONAL COST IN TERMS OF STAFF AND/OR FACILTIES? 
If yes, a sfaternenl from lhe Budgel Dean musl be appended. 

YES 0 NO 

LIBRARY RESOURCES: 

. A staternenl from Vle subject librarian must be appended regarding adequate support, additional copies of holdings, 
forthcoming publicafions, replacement cosls. etc. 
The library will need ona month's notice lo  prepare its slalernenL 
The proposing unit and the subject librarian should discuss and agree upon the bibliography lo be used in assessing 
Ihe slrength of ihe library's collection in the field. 

TOPICAL OUTLINE 

Please append a course oulline including a bibliography (selected lexts, periodicals. elc.) 

Where nece-ssaly, please attach further information on separate pages 
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166.7YY Advanced Researell Methods in Design and Planning 
Proposed Course Outline 

Faculty of Architecture 
University of Manitoba 

The course is intended to explore research methods pertinent to the study of design and 
planning. The considerations to be examined include: 

Potential reseai-ch tools and techniques that are pertinent to the exploration 
of design and planning theory, practice, and development; 
ExpIoration of emerging research processes and methodologies that 
inform minority and.feminist discourse; - 
Review of the evolution of design and planning research methods; . Analysis of the relationships between research methods in aligned - 
disciplines as those research methods may inform design and planning 
understanding. 

Organisation and Assignments 

The class will be a seminarfonnat with discourse and dialogue the central means ofide 
exploration. The class will be organised in four parts: evolution of design and planning 
research methods; design and planning discipline research methods: their conttiiution to 

%ought and practice; q d  presentation of papers_bFsstudenls. - - 

Written work should be submitted in hard copy lo the instructor and participants. It will 
be  1 1/2 spaced with a text font of 12. A consistent format for text and citations should be 
used. 

There wiU be one written assignment on a topic mutually agreed to by the instructor and 
student. A research methods paper outline will be developed for purposes of defining the 
details of the paper's subject The outline will be worth 10% of the come grade. The 
written assignment will be a research methods paper worth 50% of the course grade. The 
presentation of the research methods paper and role as discussion leader in discussing the 
paper wiU he worth 20% of the course grade. Participation and contribution to class 
discourse will be worth 20%. 



The research mechods paper will review a topic that addresses one of the four aims 
described above. Please discuss your proposed topic as soon as possible with the 

- instructor before proceeding to the development of a paper outline. The research methods 
paper should in the order of 6,000 words. 

Submitting work late will involve a penalty, usually of at least a half grade 

Weeldy Outline 

Week 1-2 : Introduction: Evolution of design and plannine research methods 
I expectations and course work 
I the evolution of research as scholarship and its meauing to society 
I research as scholarship and its conhibution to design and planning theoly 
I identification and assignment of topics for the presentation section 

Week 3- 5: Theme discussion: Desim and planning discipline research methods 
selection of three themes (based upon class makeup) 
theme discussion (one theme per week) 

Week 6- 12: Bsentations: Contribution lo though1 and practice 
student preseiitetiuns of topics identified in week 2 
each student will present &d lead a discussion on a topic 
all students will be expected to complete background reading for each session - each student presenter will provide a reading lisl of3-5 readings io inform the 
theme discussion 

Week: 15: Deliven, of com~leted papers 



November 75,1005 

To: David Wirrl-* Dean, Faculty of .hchitecture 

From: Marq. Lochhead, Head, ArchitecrurelFine .Am and Music Librar); 
. . . . .  - . - . - . .. - ' ' i:. . . 

Re: Propcse:! P1.E in Desi; and Planning 

Please find attached my assessment of our collection in terms of supponing the proposed PhD in 
Design and Planning The Uni\sersily oiManiioba Libraries can support ihis proeram. The 
resources, paru'cularly those in the Architecturefie -4rts.Librar): are -ong in all areas - 
architec~re,  c iy  plannins, inrenor desigo and landscape architecture. The collections in other 
unir libraries such ns  the E. Dafoe library, tile Sciences and Technology Librag: and Ihe 
hlana5ement Library sre also suons in the areas related to tlus proposal. The gro\ving collec~ion 
of elecironic material will also be a crirjcal resource for students and faculty in this p r o x m .  - 

Faculty members identified a number ofjournals which would enhance our currenl holdinzs. 
One rime cosrs to acquire selected back issues would be $2396. 

rb expected increases due to infla 
ired to suppon the acquisition of the back issues and the - - - - 

- - 

cc. C. Presser.Director of Libraries 
1. Homer, coordinator, Collections 



Anachment 3 
Program Approval Process - Proposal 

Financial 

University of Manitoba -Faculty ot Architecture 
Program Request: Ph.D.in Design and Ph.D. in Planning 

Number of Positions 
Hire Assistant Prol (Cily Planning) July15 
Hire Assistant Prof (Architeclure) JulylOB 
Total Academic Positions 

Assistant Prol JulyIOa (%65 K Base Salary) $ 

S 12.000.OO $ 

Res.earch Suppon Incenlives $ 5.000.00 $ 

% 4.000.00 5 

Tolal Direct Program CDsls 

New Otfice Construction 12 
PhD SIudenl Olfice $ 10.0~0.00 $ 

Enrollment (each year) 2 Studenls 2 Sludenls 2 Stodenls 2 students 
Tuition Fees (Based an $41T7 progmm lee 
over 2 years plus 5674 lor re-reg) S 8.354.00 5 16.7Q8.00 S 78P56.00 S 13,404110 

Total Net Prooram Cost $ 92.796.00 $ 42,011200 S 43,58150 S 126,950.38 

8 Sludenls 

S 6Z5PDo 

$ 305,369.88 



- - 
School of Planning Unlveistly 01 Walsloo 519808 1567 

Facully o f  ZW Unlvet~ly Avenue WEI Fax 514 7252027 
Enwir~nmental Studies Walcrloo. Onlano. Cmaaa 

N2L 361 

November 14, 2004 

Dr. Pamela Havvranik 
Associate Dean (Programs and Planning) 
Faculty of Graduate Studies 
Room 500, University Centre 
University of Manitoba 
Winnipeg, MB R3T 2 N 2  

Dear Dr. Hawranik: 

1 arc p la~sed  to provide you with my assessment of the Universily of M:-.nitoba's 
proposed Ph.D. (Planning and Design) in the Faculty of Architecture. 

I enjoyed the opportunity to contribute to this exercise. It was  a pleasure to meet 
you and your colleagues at the University. 

Please.do not hesitate to contact m e  should you wish to discuss any aspect of 
this report. 

Yours I cerely. 9 - - - 
- - 

and Student ~iaison) 
Associate Professor (School of Planning) 
Faculty of Environmental Studies 

attachment 

B U I L D I N G  A T A L E N T  T R U S T  



E x t e r n a l  Review Report: Univers i ty  of Manitoba - Faculty of Architecture's 
P r o p o s e d  Ph.D. (Planning a n d  Design) 

1 - Context 
- ~. The  Faculty of Architecture proposes to develop and launch a Ph.D. (in Design and in 

Planning), effective September, 2005. This report contributes to the University of 
Manitoba's program review process which requires assessments of degree proposals 
from two external reviewers. This assessment responds to the University of Manitoba's 
"External Reviewer's Report" (n.d.) guidelines which request that external reviewers: 

summarize the site visit, including meetings with individuals and visits to facilities 
related to the program, 
assess faculty competence with regard to graduate student teaching and 
supervision, 
evaluate standards and procedures to be used when admitting students to the 
program, 
comment on the anticipated enrollment and quality of incoming students, 
consider the appropriateness and rigor of curriculum requirements, 
review resources, specifically support for students, library holdings, space, and 
facilities, 
identify strengths and weaknesses in the proposal. 
suggest modifications to the proposal, where appropriate, and 
provide summary and concluding comments. 

Research approach 
This report is based on preparatory research that comprised a review of University of 
Manitoba information, as well as interviews that were conducted with a total of 15 key 
informants. The interviewees we.e selected by the proponent and included 
representatives of the University administration; faculty, staff and students from the 
Faculty of Architecture; and a senior representative from the professional community. 
The  interviews were open-ended in format. The list of interviewees is provided in 
Appendix A. 

2. Executive Summary 
re  is a market in Manitoba, Canada and internationally for a doctoral program 
he Planning and Design disciplines. 

- - the Faculty of Architecture has thesapacity and potential &deliver a solid 
- doctoral program i f l l a n n i n g  and Design". - - - the optimal scenario would require hiring experienced faculty for new or 

replacement positions. These new faculty should be mid-career, with an 
established and recognized research track record, and experience in supervision 
of doctoral candidates. 

= funding for graduate students would attract top-rank graduate students. - the proposed curriculum is comprehensive and appropriate for education at the 
doctoral level. 

-- = core courses should include qualitative and quantitative research methods. - the proposed specializations are supportable as a means of establishing the 
Faculty of Architecture's research expertise and niche in doctoral programs. 

= the pre-comprehensive coursework could be completed within 24 months. 
= the degree name should be "Environmental Design", which reflects the diversity 

of expertise, research interests and traditions of the Faculty. - accreditation by professional bodies is unnecessary because candidates are 
presumed to have acquired these credentials. 

Mark Seasons. Ph-D. 

- 7 4 -  
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Proposed Ph.D. (Planning and Design) 

3. Proposal 
According to the Proposal (Faculty of Architecture. 2004a). the Faculty has identified a 
need for a doctoral degree (Ph.D. - Design and Planning). This degree is described as 
"unique in Canada" (Faculty of Architecture. 2004a, p.6). The proposed degree would 
serve several purposes: 

- bring the Faculty in line with other University of Manitoba Faculties in terms of 
research capacity. 
respond to the University's five institutional priorities, 

= build upon and extend the interdisciplinary culture of the Faculty, and 
meet a pressing need in Manitoba, Canada and internationally for advanced 
education in design. 

The degree would have two streams or foci: Planning and Design. The stream in Design 
would "build on the strengths of the architecture, interior design and landscape 
architecture faculty and associated emerging research agenda in building structures" 
(Faculty of Architecture, 2004a. p.3). The Planning stream would 'Tocus on the broader 
planning research agenda.-.such as community-based planning and design, sustainable 
development at the regional scale, and aboriginal planning" (Faculty of Architecture, 
2004a. p.3). 

Candidates are anticipated to have interdisciplinary experience and related graduate 
degrees. The projected intake would comprise 4 doctoral candidateslyear initially, with 
expansion to 8 candidateslyear once the program matures and resources are in place. 

Candidates would declare a specialization in one of five areas: 

= building structures, 
= design and planning education, - design and planning practice. 
= design and planning theoiy. or - sustainable design and pl 

In each case, curriculum content guidelines are provided, with course delivery by the 
Faculty of Architecture in association with other Univasity of Manitoba facult@, aswell 
as the University of WinniFeg's Institute for Urbanitudies (Faculty of Architecture, 
2004a. pp.6-9). 

4. Findings 
a. The proposal complies with and furthers the University's academic ambitions. 

The University of Manitoba is one of Canada's largest research institutions. Its Strategic . 
Academic Plan (2002) articulates the University's expectation for performance: 

To affirm the position of the Universiiy of Manitoba among the best of Canada's 
research-intensive institutions, and to lead our nation in demonstrating a commitment to 
the education of a broad sector of society (p.4)- 

Mark Seasons. Ph-D. 



Proposed  Ph.D. (planning a n d  ~ e s i g n )  

The Strategic Academic Plan identifies five institutional priorities: 

1. provide access to an exceptional education. 
2. attract and retain the best, 
3. be a centre for research and graduate education that makes a difference to our 

province, our nation and our world, 
4. provide the human, physical and technological infrastructure necessary for 

learning and research. and 
5. be at the centre of our community: on Manitoba (pp.6-11). 

b. Faculiy have sufficient research and  graduate student teaching and supervision 
expertise. 

The program can be delivered in a satisfactory manner by existing faculty. The intention 
to hire new faculty with Ph.D.s is very encouraginq and necessaw. However. the Facultv - - 
should strive to attract faculty who have significant research and superviso& experience. 
Ideally. faculty at the associate or full professor level should be recruited. 

The Faculty of Architecture is one of 18 faculties and 5 Schools at the University of 
Manitoba (University of Manitoba, 2004a).The Faculty was founded in response to 
demands for education, training and research in the professions of city planning, 
architecture, landscape architecture and interior design. 

The Faculty's guiding philosophy is interdisciplinarity in its fullest sense. According to the 
Fac~ity's (2004b) Vision statement 

The Faculty of Architecture aspires to offer highly recognized design and planning 
undergraduate and graduate programs that promote and develop a respeciful, collegial, 
interdisciplinary culture of teaching, scholarship and service within the University and 
beyond. 

Further, the Faculty's (2004b) two-part Mission statement explains that: 

- rs  professional education dedicated to the design of the 
built and natu-l environment, and human 'settlements. - - - - - 
We aspire to provide exceptional teaching, scholarship and communiOy service in 
architecture, city planning, environmental design, interior design, landscape architecture 
and  emerging areas of design education and practice. 

The Faculty offers master's level degrees in City Planning, Architecture, Interior Design 
and Landscape Architecture. It also offers a Bachelor of Environmental Design 
undergraduate degree, which is a pre-professional (non-accredited) degree that leads to 
graduate studies, and a pre-Master's program (University of Manitoba, 2004~). Each of 
the four graduate degrees has consistently received accreditation from its respective 
professional body. In the 2003104 academic year, the Faculty had 278 undergraduate 
students and 268 graduate students (University of Manitoba, 2OD4b). There are 31 full- 
time faculty and 15 adjunct professors distributed as  described in Table 1. 

Mark Seasons, Ph.D. 
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r r o p o s e d  Ph.D. (Planning a n d  ~ e s i ~ n )  

Source: University of Manitoba, 2004c 

Table 1 - Faculty numbers by rank and program 

T h e  Faculty has a strong reputation for its well-established, progressive and inter- 
disciplinary approach to design challenges. Its programs are very strong and perceived 
as such by students and potential employers in Winnipeg specifically. Manitoba and the 
rest of Canada, a s  well as internationally. 

Architecture 

Clearly, doctoral programs require faculty with doctorates to supem-se students' 
research, and to teach advanced research skills. At present, Architecture faculty lack 
doctoral degrees; this is a common challenge for this discipline. However, new hires in 
Architecture and the other units will be expected to hold Ph.D.s upon arrival, and there 
a r e  indications that some existing faculty intend to complete doctorates. A s  noted in the 
Proposal, '%thin three years, the total number of faculty with Ph.D.s is expected to be 
14 o r  more than one-third of the full-time faculty" (Faculty of Architecture, 20D4a, p.15). 

Most important, many of the faculty in the other three units - City Planning, Landscape 
Architecture, and lnterior Design - hold doctorates. All faculty in City Planning have 
doctorates, while approximately 50% of faculty in Landscape Architecture and Interior 
Design units have doctorates or are enrolled in doctoral programs. Architecture faculty 
will be active dissertation committee members, while faculty with doctorates in the other 
units will be able to supervise Ph.D. candidates, and sit on dissertation committees. 

Professor 
2 

'There  are indications that faculty are over-stretched a s  they strive to excel in teaching, 
supervision and scholarship. It appears that a small group of facultycamiesa ~ 

hare of the research and-supervisory load. This perceptionlreality 
dered a s  the Faculty develops its faculty recr~itmenfstrateg~. 

- - - 

City Planning 
Interior Design 
Landscape 

- - - T h e  recruitment ofrew faculty with Ph.D.s will certainly strengthen thgfaculty's 
research and supervisory capacity. The Faculty should strive to attract faculty who have 
significant research and doctoral supervisory experience. This means that, ideally, 
faculty at the associate or full professor level should be recruited for new or replacement 
positions. The recruitment of senior faculty would accelerate and enhance the program's 
efforts to achieve excellence. 

Assoc. Prof. 
2 

c. The program admission standards are appropriate 
The standards are sensible and appropriate because they ensure that candidates are 
already grounded in planning or the design disciplines, thereby improving the probability 
of candidate success in the program. 

1 
0 
1 
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4 

Adjuncts 
5 

4 
5 
4 

1 
4 
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The proposal notes that eligible candidates will hold a Master's degree in planning or 
design discipline (architecture, planning, interior design, or landscape architecture). 
Students from other disciplinary background may be considered if they have at least one 
degree in one of planning or allied design disciplines. Further, preference will be given to 
candidates who have "distinguished themselves in professional practice and/or 
professional education, and have demonstrated interdisciplinary experience and/or 
knowledge" (Faculty of Architecture. 2004a. p.8). 

Applicants will also b e  required to submit their research questions and to declare an 
area of research specialization. Additional information includes a dossier of work, 
evidence of financial support. and letters of reference (Faculty of Architecture, 2004a, 
p.8). These are reasonable requirements. 

d. The enrollment and quality of candidates is appropriate 
The proposed initial enrolment is four candidates annually, with a maximum annual 
intake of eight candidates, provided resources are in place. As noted in Section "c" of 
this report, the target candidate profile is reasonable. 

There is a demand for doctoral education in Manitoba, Canada and internationally. In the 
early years of this program. it would be realistic to assume that candidates will be drawn 
from the Winnipeg area, Manitoba, the Prairies generally, and then elsewhere in Canada 
and internationally. It is probable that the program will appeal to graduate students 
enrolled in the Faculty's Master's programs, and those who wish to explore theory and 
advanced research methods. Once the program is firmly established and its qualities 
known, one might expect the program to attract a high number of candidates from 
locations outside the Manitoba regional catchment area. 

Quality control will be maintained by adherence to the Faculty of Graduate Studies' 
admissions requirements. The Faculty of Architecture's supplementary candidate 
selection criteria discussed in Section "c" should be sufficient to ensure a high quality of 
applicants. 

e. The curriculum is appropriat 
The  proposfld curriculum is comprhnsive and appropriate for a doctoral degree in - 
Planning or Design. Courses will be drawn from Faculty-of Architecture offerings, as well - 
as courses offered by other Faculties at the University of Manitoba and the University of 
Winnipeg. 

The concept of specializations is appropriate as proposed. It could be argued that 
doctoral candidates should be free to choose their area of research, uneicunibered by 
specialization criteria. However, specializations offer the benefits of reflecting Facultv 
research strengths, communicate the program's "niche" in doctoral research, and help 
ensure that candidates receive a comprehensive, sound education. 

The program achieves a reasonable balance between structured learning and individual 
research program development. The progression of courses and program benchmarks, 
such as the comprehensive methods paper, comprehensive design theory project or 
comprehensive planning theory project will adequately prepare candidates for the 
comprehensive examination. 

Mark Seasons, Ph.D. . . 
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The program would be strengthened if all candidates were required to complete 
advanced courses in qualitative as well as quantitative research methods. Further, these 
courses should be completed in Year One of the program, thereby providing a sound - 
methodological foundation for subsequent coursework and research in the candidate's 
area of specialization. 

Finally, the Faculty should reconsider the length of the program. If candidates arrive with 
a master's degree in planning or design, it should be possible to complete coursework 
and prepare for the comprehensive examination within 24 months. Year One could 
provide the conceptual and methodological foundation, and Year Two could provide the 
necessary background in research specialization. The comprehensive examination 
stage should be complete by the end of the Fall term in Year Three. 

f. Program resources are adequate, but  could be enhanced 
The addition of up to eight doctoral students annually should not strain existing 
resources. The field visit included tours of the Architecture buildings, including studio 
space, the Library, computer labs and classrooms. The Faculty's main building -the 
Russell Building - is undergoing renovations, the result of which will be a modernized, 
efficient structure. This will address the existing crowded conditions. 

Wst ing building uses will be reviewed once renovations are complete and the new 
structure (CMAD) is built. It is proposed that doctoral candidates will have dedicated 
office space adjacent to third floor studios in the Russell Building. Depending on 
research interests, doctoral candidates will have access to the CAST and proposed 
GMAD buildings. The Library holdings seem adequate, with deficiencies in holdings 
easily addressed by a modest increase in financial resources. Information technology 
on-site should be adequate to meet doctoral candidate needs. 

g. Strengths and weaknesses 
On balance, the proposal is reasonable and makes a strong case for the new doctoral 
program in Planning and Design. These points are noted for consideration: 

- the Facultfs research reputation could be better known. This reflects the 
Faculty's continuing migration towards a balanced researchlteaching culture. The 
research outputincreases that are antupated will address this challenge - - there is a need to market thdaculty of Architectureand the University of 
Manitoba generally should the goal be to attract top-ranked candidates (and 
scholars) - lack of funding for graduate students is a major issue, probably campus-wide. 
This may hinder the competitiveness of the proposed program, since other 
doctoral program offerfairly generous financial support. For example, the 
University of Waterloo's Ph.D. (Planning) guarantees doctoral candidates five 
terms of Teaching Assistant funding at $6100 per tern. 

Mark Seasons, Ph.D. 
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h. Modifications 

Curriculum 
A s  noted in Section "e", the Faculty should consider restructuring the curriculum to 
ensure that qualitative and quantitative research methods courses are mandatory. 
Further, these courses should be completed in Year One. Finally, the Faculty should 
reconsider the merits of three years of courses. It should be possible to complete the 
pre-comprehensive examination coursework in 24 months of full-time study. 

Degree Name 
The proposed degree name is awkward and does not reflect the variety of research 
interests in the Faculty. The very impressive critical mass of disciplines and 
interdisciplinary research potential suggests that this Faculty excels in "Environmental 
Design." The degree should be: Ph.D. (Environmental Design). 

Faculty Name 
The Faculty of Architecture name should b e  reconsidered. The name suggests that this 
is primarily a Faculty of Architecture, implying that other disciplines are  of secondary 
importance. It is assumed that this is not the case in practice. However, symbolism is 
important when marketing and "branding" an  institution and its products. Accordingly, a 
more complete Faculty name would b e  "Environmental Design", reflecting the Faculty's 
commitment t o  interdisciplinary research and education in both built and natural 
environments. 

i. Summary and conclusions 

The proposal has merit and should be approved, with revisions - faculty and students are supportive of this initiative, and respect the vision and 
leadership demonstrated by the  Dean 

= the strategy is consistent with the University of Manitoba's long-range planning, 
priorities, themes, strategies (e.g. excellence, research, special issueslneeds) 

= this is perceived a s  an  excellent opportunity for the Faculty to reach the next 
level, enhance reputation, complement solid teaching/education/training tradition 
and expertise - - a market exists for an advznced degree in desigK- very few similar programs 
exist nationally or intemationally to meet increasing demand for "design" faculty 

The Faculfy of Architecture is positioned to deliver this  program - the Faculty's culture is shifting to researcNeducation/practice; keeping step with 
individual disciplinary demandsfstandards, and University expectations 
existing faculty have the capacity to deliver the proposed degree program - the Faculty needsthe Ph.D. program to attract top-ranked faculty, students, 
resources, and to help meet the University's vision re: an intemationally- 
recognized research institution 

Mark Seasons. Ph.D. 
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Some issues of faculty resources require attention - the pursuit of excellence requires resources - money, faculty, space, holdings, 
etc. This could be addressed by the Faculty, the University and the community ol - - 
stakeholders with an interest in planning and design 
an incremental approach to program development is sensible in the 
circumstances. An acceptable, strong program could be delivered with existing 
resources. - however, the University needs to acknowledge that this program's potential 
(excellence) could be realized over a shorter period with more resources. It 
would be useful if the proponent could set out the optimal scenario regarding 
resource requirements for the proposed program 
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APPENDIX A- lnterviewees (November 9 and 10,2004) 

Professor Karen Wilson Baptist (Landscape Architecture) 

Dr. Sheri Blake (City Planning) 

Dr. Rae  Bridgman (Assoc. Dean. Research. Faculty of Architecture) 

Professor Lynn Chalrners (Chair, Interior Design) 

Ms. Jayne Giesel (President, Landscape Architecture Students Association) 

Mr. Evan Hanson (President. U. of M. Association of Architecture Students) 

Dr. Pam Hawranik (Assoc. Dean, Graduate Studies) 

Ms. Meagan Henke (President, U. of M. Association of Planning Students) 

Dr. Richard Lobdell (Vice-Provost, Programs) 

Ms. Mary Lochhead (Head Librarian, Faculty of Architecture) 

Professor Ian Macdonald (Chair. Architecture) 

Mr. David Palubeski, MClP (Lombard North Group and Former President, Canadian 
Institute of Planners) 

Professor Alan Tate (Chair. Landscape Architecture) 

Professor Charlie Thornsen (Associate Dean, Undergraduate. Faculty of Architecture) 

Dr. Ian Wight (Chair, City Planning) 
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Faculty of Architecture - University of Manitoba 

External Review of Proposed PhD Procram 

Professor Brian R. Sinclair, Dean 

Faculty oCEnvisonmental Design 

University of Calgary, Alberta 

Preamble 

In late S p ~ g  2004 an imitation was extended, kom Graduate Studies, for my external 

review &assessment of  the proposed PhD program in the Faculty of Rrchitecture at the 

University of Mauitoba. The review was intended to gamer comments, cdt;cisms and 

insights regarding the proposed program. 

In the Summer 2004 1 received a bard copy of the wGtten submission entitled "Faculty o f  

Architecture PhD Program Proposal: April 2004". Faculty cds were not induded in the 

documentation I received, although I was provided access to same at the time of the site 

visit Accreditation reports, relative to  the constituent professions in the Faculty of 

g and IntedorDesignl), 

were not induded in the package. Dudng the site visit I was provided an oppoaunity to 
- - - - 
- review the Architecture Program accreditation Canadian Architectural C&ation Board 

(CACB) reportz. 

In September 2004 Monday September 27" and Tuesday September 287, a site visit was 

conducted in an effort to secure deeper understanding of the Faculty of Architecture and the 

1 It is advisable for the F d q  of Architecture to consider the possibility of changing the nornendature to 
Intaior  Architecture As it nmscmds, and as was expressed by some inm%wees dudngthe site w i t  the 
nomenclature interior Design has some negative asso&dons. an effort to pmmote Gty between 
department., and disdplines in the Faculty ofArchitectwe, such a shift in nomenclature may.prove benefidal . . 
and significant. 
2 I d d y  it would have been benefidal to review arcreditidon repork f o r d  the pmfessional pm-: 
Architecture, Landscape Architewe, Planning, and Interior Design. 

uM-FOA-bbPhD-~cr~o&rZ-D4 1 Ocmhhcr3.2004 



University of Manitoba as pertains the aforesaid PhD Program proposal. The site visit was 

well-considered and well-organized, providing me with the oppo-ry to interact with the 

following individuals and groups: Dean of the Faculty of Ar&techuyAssouate Dean, 

Graduate Studies; Faculty of Architecture Department Heads; Vice-Provost (Programs); 

Head Librarian, Architecture Library; Faculty of kchitechlre Cm-culum Committee; 

Faculty of Architecture Associate Deans; and a selection of student leaders and 

representatives from the Faculty of Architecture While not included in the agenda, it would 

have been useful to have met with Deans of Education, Engineedog, and Envuonment, as 

well as  with executive members of the vaGous professional organizations3 relating to the 

Faculty of Architecture. 

Review & Assessment Guidelines 

1 was asked to assess academic m e t  of the graduate program proposal. This assessment 

was to be guided by the folIowhg headings, although not restdaed to them. I was charged 

to articulate dear recommendations and/or priorities of choice where appropriate to do so. 

Compacisons wirh related program(s). 

Breadth and depth of curdculum. 

Demand for graduates with the pr 

Exc 
- - - - 

- Adequacy alfaciLties, space and other resources. - - 

Strengths and weaknesses ofthe program proposal. 

1. Comparisons with related program(s) 

The proposed PhD P~ogxam in the Faculty of Architecture is unique in Canada as r e p d s  

the pdcuIar may of disciplines represented, namely Architectme, Plartninh Landscape 

-- ~ 

' While I did not meetwith repmentatives of the G o u s  prof&onal ~ ~ o n s ,  it L dm that these 
o@tions must be connected to, involved in, and benefidaries of, a new PhD pm- in h e  F d q  of 
Axbiteaxe D m  David Why has an aceUent working rehionship with the pfessions a n d 4  
undoubredly, a r e  that said relationships are in place and symbiotic as pertains the ncm PhD pmgm 



Architecture and Interior Design. Programs that are dosest in Canada are the University of 

Calgary, the University of Waterloo, and McG3 University. Tbe PbD progam in Calgary4, 

located in the Faculty of  Environmental Design (EVDS) has the constiturnt disciplines of 

Architecture, Industdal Design, Environmental Design, ~ v i r o n m m t a l  Science, Manuing, 

aad Urban Design. This pdcuIac  program has enrollment in the mge of 18-20 studeots. 

Watedoo's disciplinary mix &dudes Architectwe, Planning and Environmental Studies, 

while McGiu's composition includes b o b  Architecture and Planqiag. 

There are only 10 accxedited schools of Architecture in Canada There are a sigdcant 

number of planning and interior design programs, and to an even lesser extent schools of 

landscape mhiteaure. Given the limited number of 'design and planning' faculties in 

Canada, and the strong need for graduates from the vadous disdphary and interdisaplinary 

programs therein, it seems endrely reasonable for the University of Manitoba's Facultg of 

Architectue to be pursuing a new PhD program. This is espeaally the case @en the s a d  

size and niche marketing of  the proposed PhD program. 

2. Breadth and depth of curriculum 

The breadth of the cuniculum is dear and attractive, especially c o n s i d k g  the involvement 

of the three allied faculties of Education, Engineedng and Environment The initial package 

I received for review did not contain the support letters Gom these faculties. However, I 

was provided with copies by Graduate Studies upon arrival to  the Unimrsity of Manitoba f o r  - - - 
the site visit Wm;le the support letters were generally positive, a numb& of flags were raised 

by respective deans. Education expressed a concern abour courses not being available. 

Engineedog expressed some concern about pre-requisites and students' ability to be able to 

und&e study as proposed without an adequate grounding. It would have been helpful to 

have met with the Deans of Education, Engineedng, and Environment, as part of the review 

In the Faculty of Architechue proposal there are several inaccuracies with regard m depiction ofthe 
Univeniy oFCalgacy's PhD program Most importantly, the program does nothave a € o w  on land use and 
the naturd envimnment, although these dimensions are c d y  covered. The report nom that 'mere are no 
C a n a h  unirreaities oEednga doctorate in design." The doctorate pro- in the Farulty ofEnwOnmental 
Design (EVDS) at the University of Calgary does indude design as a fundamental aspect and opdon for 
advanced study. 



process. This concern notwithstanding, it does appear as though the Faculty of Architecture 

enjoys the support of  these allied faculties (and deans) as pertains a new PhD program. 

In terms of depth of curriculum, it is somewhat hard to assess success in this regard. While 

the proposed struchue for the new PhD program identifies TWO stceams, namely DESIGN 

and PLANING, the rationale and viab&ry of this strategy can be argued. In avery small 

program, such streamingmay prove l;miting and may be disadvantageous. Under these two 

streams there are 5 specialization areas, namely: BUILDING STRUCTURES, DESIGN 

A N D  PLANNING EDUCATION, DESIGN AND PLANNING PRACTICE, DESIGN 

AND PLANNING THEORY, and SUSTAINABLE DESIGN AND PLANNING. I t  is 

noted iu the proposal that students MUST dedare a stream and MUST dedare a 

spe&ation in one o f  these 5 areas. If  the Faculty of  Architectme is intent on pursuing 

such specialization, it would be helpful to indude model &cula (or sample programs of  

study) withio the proposal. The  Faculty of  Arcbitecmre should, as a colterrive, W y  agree 

o n  the relative emphasis on the genaal versus the specific, and on kterdisuplinarity versus 

clisciplinadty. While undoubtedly both dimensions are invoked, the program would benefit 

through darity of 

While some specializations are veq general (e.g., Desigo and Planning Theory), 0th- are 

quite particular (e.g., Buildiog Srmcrures). Given this dichotomy, the smallness of the 

program, and the need to amact strong students, the wisdom of the strategy can be 

the site visit, some inteoriewees w 

the focus of the PhD program is (or should be) ori;nterdisciplinadtybreadth' or - 
- 'disciplinary depth'. Some intervieweeFiefexred to a desperate z e d  to build the knowledge 

bases of the spedic design & planning disciplines. In this line of reasoning, PhD students 

would be recruited to investigate very focused and disdplinaq-spedfic researcb. PhD 

candidates, while bavingthe opportunity to  take comes  outside their disapliue and outside 

5 Inm-ewes,  mduding @ d t y  member and student representatives, indicated that the D e ~ m e n t  - m e  
aras pro+ an impediment to inierdisdplinarywo &dents noted that there- a das;smcture in 
that mas supported through departmendimtion. F a d y  members noted that the d m e o t a l  struaure - .. 
r&d due to acueditadon regLncs in place On the last point, departmentxkation is not arequiremenr of 
acnedimtion in the proFssional disciplines. The only requirement tharmight be related to dep-dization 
is a demand for aubnomy in d dimensions ( ~ ~ c u l u m  as one aample). In Fact, thece arenumerous 
m p l c ;  in No& America ohondepamnentalized schools where professional programs, including 
d i t e a u r e  and allied fields, have floudshed under &ct accreditation system. The Faculty o f M t e m x e  is 
encouraged to consider such matts, opportunities, and potential for d~fFering organizational smctures. 



the Faculty of Architecture, would have a primary emphasis within the2 home rl;scipline. 

Other hterviewees argued that such specificity would be restdctive, and that students 

applying for the program should be obliged to demonstrate strong comecGoos between 

h a p l i n e s .  

3. Demand for graduates with the proposed credential. 

Given the growingcomplexity of contempomy problems, the escalating amount of 

;Ifonnation b&g generated and being processed, and the increasing need for holistic and 

'design' approaches to intervention, graduates from doctorate programs in design & 

planning faculties can be expected to remain in demand Traditional destinations within the 

academy should remak a dear  option for graduates, especially c o n s i d k g  the move at 

r e s d  intensive univ&ties to  raise the bar in terms of credentials? 

With growing reguladty, PhD graduates are finding roles and places within government 

bureaucrades and within private sectors firms and consultmdes. For example, graduatm 

from the PhD program in Environmental Design at the University of Calsary have assumed 

positions with the federal government, with leading non-governmental organizations, and 

with international consulting h s  (most notably active in areas of sustainable development). 

xcellence of the faculty and breadth of expems 

- - 
- - - 

In reviewing the curdculum vitae of the membexs in the Faculty of Arrhitecture, it is dear 

that there is breadth and excellence Faculty s e a  strong and dedicated, many having 

s e m e d  p o d  reputations, gamered s;gn;ficant accolades and realized high performance 

6 kY design schools, with a dear historical focus on professional practice, have tended m hire professon 
with post-professional m a n m  degrees As university admhk~adons have turned attention to gwter ~ c c ~ s  
and accomplishment in areas offimded mearch, peer-reviewed rchoknhip, hagbtened 6gor and tip&= 
rneGcs for assessmen6 design schools are saamhling to mpond. W~th increasing regukdtp, position 
desaiptions and job adverdsemmts call For aPhD as 2 r e + e d  or at least p&ed credential It shodd be 
noted that in the Faculty of A~&tecture at the Uubersiy of Manimba this shXt is u n d q  and apparent 
While thevarious depamnen~ are all cognizant of the need m iaLe the r e s d  bar: mmas in moving 
t o r d s  more facultywith docmsab i s  varied For 5unp1e, an member; ofthe PlanningDcpamnent hold 
PhDs, while in he&-tecture Depment  none hold the credend. As the F d t g  ~ f ~ t e c m r e  moves 
towards the mounting ofthe newPhD program, this sQmngimbaknce by deparImmtd need to be firmly 
and successhJly addressed. N1 deparanenb must be committed, supporriveand wnmidng. 



light of the move towards a new PbD program, and heightened emphasis on top drawer 

scholarship, the Faculty of Architecture should promote more success with traditional 

h d e d  research. The Faculty of Arcbiternre appem to have met limited success at 

secuciug grants from such agencies as NSERC and SSHRC7. Some intemiewees questioned 

whether the Faculty should demonstrate a uack record of success at Funded research prior to 

embarking on a new PhD program. Other interviewees stressed that a new PhD program 

will serve as an incentive and catalyst for renewed commitment to funded research and high- 

end scholarship across the faculty ranks. Clearly this is a 'ch;dcen and egg' or 'catch 22' 

phenomenon. Regardless of one's position in the argument, a Phi3 program in the Faculty 

o f  Architecture is t;mey, will be V;tal, and should be realized. 

In order to better understand faculty expertise with regard to the proposed PhD program, it 

would be useful to construct a mat& The mat& could indude on one axis tbe 

specialization areas proposed for the PbD (as proposed, namely building structures, design 

and p k g  education, design and planning practice, design and p&g theory, and 

sustainable design and planning) and on the other axis alim of faculty members. 

Completing such a matrix would p m  highly informative and complementary as regards the 

~ s r m t  review and assessment It is very hard to ascertain the '£it' and 'capacity' of the 

Faculty ofAschitecture witb regard to the proposed PhD spe&ation areas. A number of 

the ht&ewees questioned the need for 'spelling out' such arels of  spe&ation, 

challenged the Faculty's ability to service dl of these specializations, and wonied that 

- delineating such speaalties would prove l;m;ting& recmitment and admissions processes. 
- - - 

M a q  ~ ~ ~ e w e e s  suggested having no stceams and no speuaIizations. Given the small &e 

of rhe'new prognm, and the god of re&ting exceptional candidates, interviewees s m  the 

wisdom in keeping the program open and without strong concentration areas. 

7 TheUnivmity of Manimba should Bnmine and implement vehicles to promote gwtm apeticarion and 
success mtes, in the Faculty of  Archjtecnue, with regard to Canadian a t m u n d  Funding somes. For 
&ct support for p t - h t i n g a n d  the prn%on oFassis~nce forpornansh ip  mrksbops, should be 
ad-ced. Ifnotalready in place, a strategic plan for mearch should be developed bg the Faculq of 
A r r h w e  [i concert and complemmtary to a broader UM research p h ) .  The u n i v a i ~  should &o 
pmvide the Faculty of fxrhitechuewill additional resources tn ensue &dtg de~elopmenf, conferen= 
&cipation,and seed granting (startup and continuing), to accelerate the Faculty of&-tern's U e r  
mccers in &e research aRna [m~a-iinsti~tionally, inter-institutionany, regionally, nation* and iotemation+.)). 



Faculty suggested having maximum flexibility and openness in a new PhD program for other 

reasons as well. They explained as teachers that they tend to be ovenvo&ed, questioning 

th& capacity for doctoral candidate supemision if student numbers were too high. They 

explained that they had inadequate b e  for their own scholarship, grant-writing, 

professional development, and interdisciphacy activity. Some interviewees suggested that 

the only way they could/would partiupate in a newPhD p r o w  was ifthey were provided 

release time from teaching.' 

5. Adequacy of facilities, space and other resources 

Fadt ies  in the Facnlty of Architecture seem adequate and in many instances v q  

appropriate as pertains the proposed P h D  program. W e  the Faculty has proposed space 

provision for admkGstrators and studmts within the new program, smous consideration 

should be given to fostedng and ensudagintegration. It makes sense to havePhD students 

intesactingmeaaingfdy with other graduate as well as undergraduate studmts. It is assumed 

that PbD students will be involved witb undergtaduate teach;lg.~aculty and students alike, 

dudngthe site vislt, expressed concerns aboutwalls between disciplines and departments. 

PhD students should be placed among other graduate studmts lather than grouped together 

in an isolated and conbed space. While the PhD students will need some dedicated 

research and seminar spaces, every effofi should b 

in the community of scholars in the Faculty of 

- - - 
- 

Resource impEcations of the n& PhD program seem minimal and should g m d y  be  

addressable by the Faculty of Architectme. Some interviewees expressed concem that two 

new tenure-track positions (one in Planning and one in Arcbitedue), targeted at the new 

P h D  program, will prove to be insufLicient There was concem expressed about the relative 

imbalance of faculty members with PhDs bg Depztment How will Architecture be able to 

8 With respect to facululrg concerns about wo&oads, 1 suggest the Fadty  of A r c h i t e e  underralre study of 
workloads within similar design & planning schools within North America, as well as within the Faculties at the 
Universiq ofManitoh Many of the & of  unmsonableworkloada within the Fawlty ofArrhitecture 
were anecdotal - it s e w s  neressarg m test the claims against the facts. 
9 PhD student tedbg assipments will bendit the Faculty ofArchitecture in many mays, induding from a 
~ o u n e p e n p e & e  Teaching egpeence will, of course, pmve an imporant aspect of student education 
mi& the new doctorate p m p  



CaLly contr;bute given that, ar present, no faculty members have docrorate degrees? Wd 

departmeuts such a s  Planning, where all faculty members have PhDs, be left carrying the 

ball? ID the end, ir would seem that tbis inequity must be addressed (although it i s  unlikely 

much headway can be realized in the short term) -if faculty are M y  aware of the challenges 

in this regard, and are fully supportive despite current challenges, the PhD program has a 

greater chance for building strength, warranting viability, and achieving success. 

6 .  Strengths and weaknesses of the new PhD program proposal 

Strengths: 

Interdisuplinadty -making connections and increasing dchness. 

Size -very small at the beginning, with minimal resource implications. 

Increased research presence and enhanced scholarly proWe 

A new PbD program would couhiiute to the Faculty of Architecture's reputation 

[mtemal and extemd to campus) with regard to top-drawer scholarship, h d e d  

inquiq, and fit within a research intensive university. 

Widespread support for new program, which is seen a s  vital to and logical in the 

evolution of the Faculty of Architecture as nleading design and p2anniog school 

peration with allied faculties o 

- - 
- - 

Imbalance of PhD credentials wit& Faculty of Architeckue (broad spectrum, from 

the Planning Department at 100% to  the Architeaure Department at 0%). 

Tnterdkaphadty - sem as watedng down disciplines, failing to build d;sapharg 

knowledge bases, and lessening chance of secudng extemal funding for research. 

o D&gn and P G g  streams sew as  &tin& restrictive and potentdy ampl;fg;lg 

the existing class stmcture. 



Unsure if research record in Faculry of Architecture should be stronger prior to 

mounting PhD, or  if mounting new PhD program will prove the vehicle to b d d  that 
- 

research record. 

There are some internal concerns that the new ?hD program has advanced as 

pn 'mdy the Dean's initiative, with insufLcient dialogue and buy-in at the faculty 

level. 

Perceived internal la& of dmiv on Faculty of Architecture priorities (eg, new 

graduate program in Product Design, new PhD program, etc.). 

It is dear that the Faculty of Architecture's proposed new PbD program is needed and 

welcomed. The proposed program mjoys strong suppoa at all levels - its successful 

development and realization sbould be ensured by the University of Manitoba It is also 

dearthat Dr. David %tty, Dean of the Faculty of Acchitecture, has worked hard to raise the 

profie of the school, to heighten research + scholarly activity, and to huitd suppoa for the 

new PhD program. The Faculty of hr&tecture has prepared a thorough and commendable 

proposal for the new PhD program, including effectively communicating the desLe and 

demonstrating the need for such a program (eg, to the institution's central administmtion). 

The broader objectives of  the Ph  

somMoncems about the n d g  of the program, including the formation of the two - 
- - 

streams of Design and P l a k g .  In such a small program @e, initial intake of 4 students), 

such categorization seems counter-intuitive and unnecessady restrictive. Would an 

admissions committee aim to seek balance in the streams (e.g., 2 students per stream)? 

Would an imbaIance be acceptable? What ifall students applied only to the Design or to the 

Planning stream? It is my reco&endation that, at least initially, there be no  distinction by 

stream. 

Using a s i d z  logic, it may prove limiting to require students to dedare into one of five 

stated specialization areas. In the absence of dear reasons, it is hard to understand wby the 



h e  specific areas are identified. Some areas are wide-sweeping while others are narrow. In 

some areas, such as b d & g  structures, there are no faculty currently holding PhDs. 

My secommendation is to mount the PhD program in che Faculty of  Architectwe without 

focusing on streams and specializations. Rather, the progrm should be open, flexible and 

adaptable. Eveq efrort should be made to attract the very best students,mith an objective 

of  matching student interest with faculty expertise. Students should be required, as a part of 

their application process, to identify a specific faculty member whom they wish to oversee 

and supervise the PhD research. Applicants should also be required to idmtify/assure 

sources of research funding.'0 

Though  a n  open call for students into a more flexible PhD Program, the Faculty of 

Architecture should be able to address several key issues. They should be in a position to 

attcaa and admit very strong students who w;U meet with success in terms of reseacch 

quality and degree completion. In reviewing and assessing candidates, the Faculty of 

Archi tec twed be able to admit top students who can play to faculty streogrhs. Decision 

making, in t m s  of admissions, can also respect faculy loading and availability for 

supervision. 

T h e  question of niche is h p o a a n t  I stated eader that the Faculty of Atchiteaure's 

mess and niche as  impo 

that neither the Zidentified stteams nor &e 5 spedal;zation areas provide such a niche. In - 
- - 

discussions with &-ewees it seems the best n i c h e  for the Faculty of  Architectme's n m  

PhD program is Besign'. It is the design dimension that sets the Faculty of Architecture 

a p m  from other F a d e s  at the University of Man-toba - the history of  the faculty is one 

distingnished through commitment to and excellence in design. Even planning, as 

achowledged by faculty member; and students, gains identity nationally thro+ its 

positioning iu a design-oriented school- Physical and 3D design aspects loom l a c s  

' 0  It  is common at many insdmtions/schools, to have students and supenison guaranteed sources and 
amoun~ oFresearch funding. When this issuewas raked with int&emea in the site visit proms, there- 
widespread con- that Fddty would not be able to guarantee research support for incoming PhD smdmts. 
This fact undmcores the need for the University oEManitoba to work with the Faculty ofhchittrolre to 
heighten success in attracting w r d  support OF research and scholarship. 



supported but not overshadowed by policy matters. On the question of nicbe,it would be 

helpful to have a broad Faculty of Architecture conversation on 'competitive edge'. It is 

hard to imagine that the Fadty  orArchitecture can dab international leadership in all 5 

declared areas of specialization. As noted previously, it seems uncertain that these 5 areas 

are even the most appropriate or germane Perhaps it is DESIGN that places the Faculty of 

Arcbitenure at the leading edge. O r  perhaps the niche au5ves via the particular M I X  OF 

DISCIPLINES. Or perhaps it is a n  URBAN emphasis. Or it might be an 

ECOLOGICALLY-SENSlmTE approach that defines prominence. Under an overarching 

theme or umbrella there can be plenty of room for a range of applicanrs and research 

proposals with regard to a new PhD program. 

In conclusion, 1 strongly recommend that tbe University of Manitoba fully support the 

Faculty of Architecture in their request to develop and mount a new PhD program. As 

Deau of the Faculty of Environmmtal Design (EVDS) at the University of Calgary, I have a 

strong awareness of design and planning education nstionally and internation*. In the 

Faculty of Environmental Design we currently have a doctorate program with approximately 

18-20 students. This p r o p  is strong with its graduates well regarded. It is my position 

that there is an opportunity and need nationally for more doctorate programs in the design 

and plann$g fields. The Faculty of Arrhitecture at the University of Manitoba has an 

excellent reputation that an new PhD program can build upon. While the proposed PhD 

d scholatsbip in the school and 

to develop the lrnowledge bases within the disciplines. At this point itwould make sense to - - - 

- mount the new PhD program with sigdcant  flexibily aod openneSS; with an intention to 

sharpen the focus as expedmce and developments warrant Key to this strategy would be to 

attmct exceptionally strong students who cao be  aired with key faculty who are proven 

researchers and who are will;ng to see candidates successfully through the program W e  

the n m  PhD program can be &ed largely mith available (and committed) resources, it 

would be in the interests of the Univessity of Manitoba to more fully support the Faculty of 

An=hitechue as it implemeots the p r o p .  In a more general sense, external r e s d  

funding and top-tier scholarship must be promoted aod increased within the Faculty of 

Architecmre. To achieve such ends, the Faculty of Architecture and the Universiy of 

Manitoba must work closely together. Funding for incomingPhD students should be 



seriously addressed- T o  ensure PhD student success, to further the reputation of the school, 

and to promote excellence in research and inquky, proper resourdng (ulduding research 

grants, t e a c h g  + research assistantships, conference travel suppoa, eqGpment, etc) is vital. 



A~~chitecture 
City Planning 
Environn~cn~.iI Dasign 
Interior Design 
Landscape Architecture 

Oflice of the De~n 
Winoipeg, Manitoba 
Canada R3TZN2 
Telephone (204) 474-9555 
Fax (204) 474-7532 

TO: Dr. John Wiens, Dean, Faculty of Education 
Dr. Doug Ruth, Dean, Faculty of Engineering 
Dr. Robert O'Kell. Dean, Dean, Faculty of Axts 
Dr. Leslie King, Dean, Faculty of Environment 

FROM: David R. Witty, Ph.D., IvITWIC, FCLP 
Dean, Faculty of Archirecture 

SUBJECT: Ph.D. Proposai 

As you may know, the F~cul ty  of Architecture is developing a proposal to offer a Pl1.D. 
in September 1,005. The Faculty has prepared tile attached draft for your review and 
comment. Please note that our interdisciplinary focus requires a broad collaboration with 
olher Fxulties. Section 3: Specitics b. Course Requirements identifies specific course 
ofrenngs in your Faculty that we have identified as possible existing courses !hit we 
would like to List under !he condirion o l  "with permission of instructor." 

P!ease review the attached and let me !now your thoughts. Thank you. 

cc: Dr. Robert [<err, Vice-Presidenr iAcadcmic) uid Provost 
Er. Emdad I-Iaclue, 3irecror, Norural Resources hs~ i tu t e  
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1 
ur: M A N I T O B A  I Faculty of A& .. ! 

I Dean of Arts 

I 
3 10 Fletcher Argue Building 
University af Manitoba 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
Canada R3T 5V5 
Telephone (204) 474-9271 
Facsimile (204) 474-7590 
Email robert-okell@umuitoba.cn 

DATE: September 19,2003 

FROM: Robert P. O'Kell, Dean, Faculty of Arts 

Thank you :'or your memo of September 4,2003 inviting feedbac!~ on your proposed P I a  
prosram. 

Tile Faculty of .Arts certainly has no objection to your proposed program. However, we note lhat 
the proposal calls for a number of courses in the Faculty of Arts to be used in the program. 
Although the text indicatcs that "other Faculties, most notably Arts ..." will deliver courses, tile 
examples you provide in the docunlentation of your program do not include any Arts courses. 
Before !)ro~~iding n categorica1 endorsement of  your program, sve -.vould like to be dear abou~ 

ht be included in it 

Thank :IOU for your consideration and good luclc with :<our proposal. 

U'Wld 

I:: David Stewart. !\ssociate Dean. Faculty of .4rts 
Robert KCIT. Vice-President (Academic) 3 Provost 
Em~iad !-Iaque. Director, Natural Resourccr, institu~e 



17 November 2003 

Dr. D. Wit?:: Dean , .  .. . . 
- . . 
t.aculty oii\rchireccure ! ,  ,' - '  

.- - . - .. .. , \. 
lUl "Russell nulldlng . 

. . 
> .;, \.: . c 

Dear D L I V ~ T ~ :  
- 

As you i;llo\\:. I refen-ed !!our proposal to establish I Phil program in the Faculty of Archicecn~re to 
Jay doer in^. Head of Civil Engineering. Basedun his feedback andilly o ~ v n  reading of the proposal. 
I make ihe ibllo\vins conxnients: 

- The engineering cow-ses that you have idenrified are \fen. zpprop~iate for the proposed 
prosam. I caurion iloweve: rhat these courses would require significant pre-requisites and 
w o ~ ~ l d  nor be i~ppropriate for a11 cnndidates. 

- Tlie Fxcul& of Engu~erring would be very supportive of participarion in this progam. M'e 
believe thar it ~,~.ould ?it :.eqr we!l :.,irh our (.sloc.lyj Aevelopin~~joinr  Civil 

~~ ~ 

~ ~ ~~~ 

- ineerin~;&-chirecn~~-e prog~zm, providinz:~ iosical continuariol~ of chis progmm. 
.As 3 sugzes~ion. I beiieve rhar nilatme such as Ph.D. in .Architecrurzl Sciences would fir well 
with soiue of the course illaterinl. Or perilaps a Pb.D. in .Xrchirecrural Studies migilt fit in 3 
:Iiore senera1 sense. 

I ivish ;.ou :he besr in :his initiative and welcome 311 coppormuin ro participate 



(Tine signatures appended indicate that those signing 
support the statement made by the bibliographer whose 
comments are attached. They d o  not necessarily indicate 
that the library has  the resources tc suppori the caurse 
change 2s outlined in the deparimental submission) 

Faculty: Architecture 
Department: 
C0Urse no- and mme:  Ph.n- i n  Design and P lanning  

SUPPQRT STATEMENT 
PREPA2EI BY: arl; Lochhea ibiiograph~r) 

- 
APPROVED BY: 

r s f  

/& - F=TI-J ,+ (signature) 
(Coordinator, Collections Management 

. ; 
> : 

k ' ?(;/*9-/<;z~T /@ ,-- 
: ..,. ,, : !/, 9' 
- . ~  (signature) 
(Director oftibraries) .;; 

DATE: 
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November 25.7007 

To: Ijavid V\iitry. Dean Faculry of.kchirectur~ 

- . - - . .. .. . . . . . . 
From: Mary Lochhead. Head. i i ihi tecrure/~ine . k s  &d Music L i b r q  

. . 
. .  . 
. .. . _ _ _  .. . - : - .  . . .. . . Rc: Droposec' P1.S in Desi; and P l a ~ ~ i n g  

Please find attached my assessment of our collecrio~l in Terms of suu~orring the proposed PIID in . - 
D e s i l  and Plannilig. The Liniuersity ofhlaniroba Libraries can support this program. The 
resources. panicularly tllose in t h ~  .L\rchirecture.Fine . k s  Librag., me strong in all areas - 
architecture. ciry pla~ming. interior design and landscape architecture. The collections in other 
unit iibraries such as the E. Dafoe Libran,., the Sciences and Technology Library. and the 
Manasement Library are also strong in the areas related to this proposal. The gro\vin: collection 
of elecrronic material will also be a critical resource for students and faculty in this prosam. 

Faculty members identified a number ofjournals which would enhance our current holriin~s. 
One rime cosrs to acquir- selected back issues would be S239S.OnC and ongoing subscriprionc 
cosrs would be 51 020.00C bwitl~ expected increases due 10 i 
is required to suppon th? acquisition of t h e  back issues and 

cc. C. Iresser, Director of Libraries 
1. Homer, Coordinator. Collections 



Tix F:lcuiry ofi~rri~itectur: pruposes I L ~  i~itroducr :I PIIF PI-osran: in Drs is ;  and Plarnlil~g with 
tile fo l i c~win~  stared ob.jecrives: 

-tc- su;pnr: aduancec! r~senrr!i and turl_.; in thr D e s i ~ n  and Plannin~.  disci!llinec: 
-Lo promor? advanced research u: tile built and narurai envil.onmenrs 
-to cornplemenr the in~trdisciplina~~strurrur:- of tlie Faculty: and 
.to suppoi; the Facult:; in i t j  q ~ ~ e s t  to be a world class D e s i g  and Planning insiiu~tion. 

The areas o:iocus idenrified in th: proFan1 description are: 
.b~rildin, cr  structures 
edesig educarion 
.design practice 
mdesig theory 
-susrainabir design 

E. Collection Development 

The Universiiy oiManitoba Libraries already suppons well-esrablished graduate programs in 
.4rchitecrure, City Planning, Interior Design and Landscape .kchirecn~re. primarily through the 
Architecture/Fine Ans  L i b r ~ y  collection but also tluou$t related collections in tlte E. Dafoe 
Lib ia i i  (e.!. ps:;cholo~y. sociolog. geogrzpI1y. natural resources), the Sciences and Technolo= 
Library (e.g. encjite~ring, ecology. botan>~). the Management Libran. (e.g. professional 
and the Law Libr-1 (e.g. zoning, legal aspects). PhD progranls are 01T:red in related disciplines 
!e.g. Engineering, -4rts) and are supported by the Libmies. 

Monographs 
Tile current annual allocation for the purchnse of firm order bool~s for the .~chitecrure,'Fine .kts 
Library in support of the desigo and planning disciplines is S;36,141.00. At an average price of 
S64.00 per title. this allo\vs for the purchase of 4 itional amount of 
approximately S4500.00 is spent on City Planning books thougl~  tlte Libraries appro\ral plan 
with Blaclar~ells Korth . b e r i c a  T i e  books acquired to support the School of  .kt programs in 
art l ~ i s t o ~ y  and studio art are of relel-ance to students and faculty in the Faculry of Architecture as 
well. With an annual budget of S72200.00. approximately 346 titles are acquired each year 
tluou& firm orders and approval plans. 

Gift funds are also used to support acquisitions for the d e s i p  and planning disciplines. An 
annual donation of S500.00 from the Manitoba -4ssociation of.4rcltitects is specifically targeted 
at resources to support graduate le\'el research. A $1 0.000.00 donation, received in the mid- 
1990s and now almost entirely expended, was also targeted at resources ro suppon tlte design and 
planning proy~m?s. With this donation we acquired important reference sources and back 
\fo!unles ofjournals in addition to resources ~vllich strengthened all areas of  the d e s i n  and 
planning collection. 

It i s  sigtificant lo note, in response to tile rtsults oithe bibliogaphic checking and assessments 
levels indicated below, ~ l ia t  some of the sources checl;ed have an Anencan  bias and do not 
reflect the di\~ersity which is suppo~ted by our collecrion. The l i b r a ~ t  has actively collected 
ma~erials ro suppon inremarional studios sponsored by the Faculty hi places such as Korez. 



Berlin. Irai!. and Lntin Am-rica mc! IF I-eiiec: ti): Fac~~l~! . s  ~nipn;~sis on mndeni des i~v  1e.g 
Gemian!;. tile Neti~erlandsi. Tii: libray: also coliects m~reriai relar-d rc, Cannciiai~ ari ant1 

design. airnos! nonc or\\~i~izi! ii: reficcteci i ~ i  i~iblio,~rapliie:~ o;Aniericn~i n~Olicaiion. 

dournn!:. 
Tne Arci~itecrureIFinr .%TS librar:: has an nnnual hudge! iol- seri;~l suhscriprions ol'$5C.;12!:.i!U. 
The journal colleciion is under coustan: scrtltiny to ensurr- il nirels researcl~ arid study need; and 
to keep cosrs within our annual budger allocarion. h addirio~i to uaid subscriptions. th: libray 
has senerous suppon iron1 man! individuals and profrssional associations in tlie form oiAdopi- 
a-.lourna! subscriptions. The .4rchitecture!Fine ivts Libran retains a strong core collection of 
journal; in the fields o i d e s i ~  and planning a l t h o u ~ l ~  it could be enhanced asp:: the commenrs 
below. 

. Co1le:tion -4nalysis 
in order ro determine suppori within thr Libraries Tur stud! arid traching at the Tllc levci in 
desi-g and planning. a systematic survey orliterature in rhe four des iy  and planning disciplines 
was undertaken. The Assessmen1 Raiins  in tlie riyh1-hand column. relates to the Libraries 
Collecrion .4ssessment Guideiines. 

ltems Held Level Description 
30-49?.$ 33. Basic Insrmciion~l Suppor! Level - basic undergraduate 
jO44:<, 3 h Intcmediare Insrmc~ional Suppon Lzvel - upper underpoduate - 
65-75:.; 3c .4dvoilced Insruc:ional Suppor, L-ve! - R33s1-r's lelrel 
SO-045b 1 Research Level - docroral and independent research 

The results ofthis checking follow: 

Desigs - Ceseral  Pssessnient Rating 

Lonpuge 36 (2, Special Issue'): 2001. 
97 monographs listed - 67 held by the Libraries or 69Y~ 3c 
5 journals lisred - 4 held by the libraries or S04b 4 

Julier, Guy. 2 7 ~  CZII~ILT-C oiDesig1. London: Sage. 2000. 
365 n~onogaphs  listed - 134 held by the Libraries or 51'1; 
S6 journals listed - 39 held hy tlie Libraries or 4IDb 

Zeisel. John. I~~qlr i~?,  bj. desic17: roolsfo~- e1n~iro~1711e17r-beho1~ioi reseal-ch. Canbridge: 
University of Cambridge Press, 1981. 

149 monographs listed - 120 held by the Libraries or S l  ?/o 4 
33 journals listed - 77 held by the Libraries or SZ% 4 

Searches of :he . . j~~e~,~  h7rIm 10 AI-chitecrlrrcd Periorlicals identified rhe iolloa~ing: 
. d e s i g  practice 398 articles listed 

results limited by dare 1,090-2003 = 109 
first 50 references checked 
.?(? held by the Libraries or S O Y ,  

desisn - sl~ldy and reachin2 32 articlcs listed 
- 1 0 1 -  



- .. 
2L ileld h!. l i ~ ?  ~ ~ o r a l - i e s  01- 75'>,. lic . . 

L I Z S ~ ~ I ~  - ri~eol-;: I(!  i anici-5 iis~ec! 
72 lieicl @'tile Librari-5 or 7 1U.,, 3, 

prsicssionnl pracric: 7SG ariiclci: iis~ed 
~.esalrs linlited hy darr !W0!\-7_1!(,? = 4:. 
31 heid h y  tile Libraries of- -.,I, - 7 ~ .  - .  

susrainabic d-vziopmen: 263 articles listed . 
192 ileic! hy the Libraries 0;- 739;) 3c 

Architecture 
h,Iitchell. I\'. Loyir oiui-ciiirrcrlir-c. Cambridse. Mass.: h*IIT. 1990 

461 i ~ e m s  lisred - Xi4 held by the Libraries or 79Ys 

Sinunins. G. Bihiio~!-u.nl~. o~C'o'rcidiui~ =Jrciiirecrltr-;. Ottawa: Society for the Sa~&ioT 
.~.rrhit~cture in Cnnadn, 1992. 

734 items list~d - 502 held by the Libraries or 6S':'o 3c 

Sturgis. R. Archirecr~rrc Sozircebool;. N.Y.: VNR. 19S?. 
097 items lisred - 616 ilelc! by the Li'oraries or 61'!,, 3h 

Cin Planning 
Canlpbell. S. (ed.! Renrlii7gx iii -Plun~rii~,n Tl~eoi,~. Detroit. hf11: Gmni_rrzpilics. 199s. 

397 items listed - 3% held by the Libraries or 73% 5c 

Plau in?  Journals, prepared for the J01~1-iful qiP/a~firi~ig Lireru~frre 
395 titles listed - 223 held by the Libraries or 76Y0. 

Inter ior  Design 
31 Sow-cebooi Detroit. MI: Omniaaphics. 1996. 

- 3 19 held b\. the Libraries or 66% 3c 

Basrer, P. "T l l iq  years of ~ o \ v t l ~  in the literature of inierior riesi-9." Joiri-l~al ofDcsign HisLon. 
4 $), 1991: :41-250. 

S6 itenls lisred - 6.1 lleld by t11e Libran'es or 74?l " 
3C 

Landscape Architecture 
Dramstad. W.E. Laifdscupe ecolo~.pniiciples in loiirlscape archiiec~zrre ur~rl laird-zrseplu17ni~ig 
lk'ashington: Island Press. 1996. 

-- 
i >  i~eins listed - 44 held by the Libraries or iY0b ;b 

Ln~friszupe .-lrc/'riiectfrre Sola-cebooli Detroit. MI: Omni~igaphics, 1997. . . 
676 items listed - 556 held by the Libraries or (i4?<, 3h 

Landscape ,Arcl~itectul-e Tl~eoqr - course bibliography 2002 
67 ilems listed - 5S lield by the Libraries or SG?.:, 



- . . . , .  
I lie 1~1hllog;lnnic. cileci;ill: ondcr:al<en ior this lironosni inciutled cirntiull:< lo.jc?~~mai a l -~ ic l~s  or- 
. . 
11s~:; ofimponanr rities in :: pnnicuial- fielri. Some oilhercferences noi l~elcl nr: du? L C )  

cunccllations canieri nu: n7.'e; t l i ~  paSi 5.:; years or dut. to our s ~ ~ b s c r i ~ t i o ~ i ~  st;?r[illy after l i l t  dale 
c)i.tllt. cilation chrcl<eG. in tile ~~~ranr in i c .  otlie: tilies havr bren ideniifirti h;. fac~~lty xvliici: w r ~ l t !  
enj~ance our collection. Toral one timc cost to acquire selscreci baclc issues- S ?3')fi.!)OC 
7 

I oral a~uiuai c o s ~  - S li)20.01I*~. Annual subs-I-iprion cosrs nili rise eacii year with ilifla~ion. 

Cancellarion of existin: titles to release funds for these new subscrip~ions is not ieasible as t h a ~  
\vould compromise our strong core collecrion. Esrenlal funding wouid be required to suppo1-r 
these new titles. 

Of the r i t le  cancelled ir? pre\lious years the follo\r~ing are no\\' a v ~ l a b l ~  electronicall:; a: par! of 
various pacliage deals with electronic publishers. 

BlriIdirlg nnd Erivironmenr 
Groivri~ and Ciral~pe 

Access to Journal Literature 
The Libraries provides sscellel~t access to journal lilerature tluough an array oiindeses a ~ ~ c i  i ~ ~ l l -  
test databases. The key databases in suppon oithis prosan1 are listed belo\v. Unless otl~em,ise 
indicaied all are available elecirol~icaliy via NetDOC. 

.4gricola 

.4mrrica Hi~rury alrd L@ 

..lrchi/uo~~~rol Pl~blicolioirsl~tde~ (cd- 
rom in ArchiF.4 Libr~r?:) 
-4 r~ I n d c ~  
-4rrs aild Hrrrrlnrriric.~ III~CY ('lVe6 of 
Sc!'alcc! 
.JwI? Inrle~ ro .4rchi/ec1urol 
Pcriuriilicnl.~ 
Bibliogaplr~~ o~-.\~urii~~ XOI-L~ 
.:ln~cricar~s 
Biologic~~l .-ibsrrr~c~~ 
Canadio~l Brrsirress arrd Clin-rnr A5~ir-s 
FZIN-TP.YI 

Desigri nrld .4pplied ;Ir-rs I~ I~LY 
EBSCOhosr Fztll-TLYI 
EIFillage 
ERIC 
Gatern1 Science F11ll T a r  
Geobase 
P.~JSh!re:?:c!rio!lul 
Plnquesr Direct 
Science Cirnr~url Ir~cies jll'cil oj5cicnrcj 
Sciencc Direcr 
Sucial Scier1cus Cirariorr :rlrle.~ I 1TC.b ? j 
Sci~r~cel 
IFiIe,i~I~~rcr-science 



Iiara Lib:-nr:,. Services 
i~; atldiiion ti) ill? 21-owing ilnal: ~ > r f ~ ~ l l - ~ e s ~ ,  eizcironicloumais. Lily Libra.rie:; prr)vities act-s; lo 

. . .  . 
iniponant rtsea.1-ri: tools w~tluii i t s  Dat;! Libmay! Ser:ice:. They includr >n<C ~Cznad:: .iourn3i:. 
Census Dara anci other govenl~ii-n; senerared reports. and GIS resources (2.: .  tnnti iut'urn~a~ion 
7 "a\lgatcjr. .' AiiCanadii. hlanirobn Dep;. ofConsenrarion data. and tile Gio'uai GIs  Databus- [OI, 
order].!. 

.4dditional Support 
Tile ArcniterturelFine Arts Library has been gifred the personal collection of Proi jefirr!l Cool:. 
a ~ a a u a t e  oftile F a c u l ~  and who. until his dearh in 7003. was a-nmmher oithe Fa.ct~lr\~ of 
.Architecture al -4rizona Srare Universin.. This collection oiapproxima~el~ 7.500 volumes 
including an irnpressivc collection ofrare archirectur;il publications fmm the I 9"' and I?'" 
cenruries. will Liramarica!ly sti:iig:hei~ G i i i  collercion in kcex areas oFdesiF. archireiiursl 11isi05.. 
planninz and lmdscap:. li is anticipated that these volumes will be catalogued and accessible in 
201)o. 

Document Deliver)' 
Materials ivhicli are not in the Libraries' collections can often be b o ~ ~ o n ' e d  from 0th-r libraiizs 
througl~ Docurnenr Delive~l. The Libraries is conunitred ro expediting doc~unenr dziiv-n. 
sen~ices tliroufh t ! ~  in~plenentsrion of sn c!ec:ronir documcnr 6-li-eq form located on t!~? 
Librarie: homepage and the implementation oiRelais (an enhanced electro~lic document deliver\' 
management program). 

In the fd l  of 2003 tlie Libraries and City Planning initiated a trial subscription to the ICLrRR 
(Interzo~~enuneutaI Committee on Urhm and Regional Resexcl~! librani. For m annual 
subscription oiE400.00 students have access to the government reports a id  special publications 
held in h e  ICURR L i b r q  via the Libraries Document Delivery senice. The ma1 subscriprion is 
bein: supported by the Deparnnent of City Planning with the managenlent of the senrice 
provided by the Libraries. We will assess the benefirs of this subscription afier one year. 

Reciprocal Borrowing 
Studenrs enrolled in tile PID program but carrying out research in other locations xvill have 
access to the collections of other academic libraries in Canada tllrough the COPPUL (Council of 
Prairie mid Pacific University Libraries) reciprocal borrowing program. 
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U N I V E R S I T Y  
OF M A N I T O B A  / Faculty of Environment 

January 26,2004 

David Witty, Phi3 
Dean, Faculty of Arc 
20 1 Russell Building 

204 lsbistcr Euilding 
Winnipeg. Manitoba 
Canada R3T ZN2 
General OkEce (204) 474-7253 
Fax (204) 775-3147 

Dear David 

I am writing to express my enthusiastic support for the PhD program in Design and 
Planning in the Faculty of Architecture. The program appears to be very well designed 
and I believe will fill an important need at the University and will attract students from 
Canada and internationally. We support the inclusion of courses &om the Faculty of 
Environment including those identified in the Natural Resources Institute and in the 
Deparhnent of Environment and Geography. We shall ensure that there will be seats in 
these courses for your students. As we have discussed, I shall be delighted to cooperate 
and collaborate with the Faculty of Architecture and I welcome the opportunity to work 
with you. Given our shared goals and interests, I speak also for Faculty Members, StaE, 
and students in the Faculty of Environment. 

Yours Sincerely, 



U N I V E R S I T Y  
CE ~ V ~ , + N I T C ) B . I  I Faculty of Education 

Office of the Dean 
725 Education Building 
Winnipeg. Manitoba 
Canada R3T 2N2 
Telephone (34) d74-9001 
Fax (204) 474-7551 
dean-educalion@urnanitoba.ca 

February 5,2004 

Dr. David Witty 
Dean 
Faculty of Architecture 
University of Manitoba 
Winnipeg, RiLB R3T 2N2 

Dear Dr. Witty: 

The Faculty of Education is pleased to support the Faculty of Archilecture's proposal to offer a Ph.D. 
propram. The emphasis on a broad collaboration with other faculties will provide students with a 
significant opportunity to adopt an interdisciplinary approach in their studies. 

The proposal identifies several courses that students mght  take In the Faculty of Education with 
permission from the instructor. While we encourage this, some of the proposed courses may not be 
offered on a regular basis due to student demand and the Faculty's resources to offer them. Among 
the courses that are not on our current rotation are: 

179.707 The Analysis of 
119.708 Principles of Curriculum Organization and Implementation (3) 
179.770 Philosophy of Education (3) 

While these counes are not on our regular rotation. we may offer them if we become aware that 
there is sufficient demand and resources. There many also be other advanced courses not listed in 
your proposal that might be suitable for your students. This, however, is a minor concern. The Faculty 
of Education welcomes the opportunity to support the development of this innovative program. 

Wishing you continued success, I am, 

John R. Wiens, PI1.D. 
Dean 



U N I V E  R s I TY Information Services 
LE M A N I T O B A  and Technology 

E~ecutive Director 
Room 603A Engineering build in^ 
W~nnipez, klanituba 
Canada R3T 1 x 2  
Telephone (204) 474-9249 
Fax (204) 474-7515 

February 6,2004 

David Witty 
Dean of Architecture 
201 Russell Building 
University of Manitoba 

: ?hD Proposal 

Thank. you for sending me the proposal to offer a PhD in 2005 in Design a d  
Planning. 

Based on the information in this proposal and expected enrollments, there 
will be no significant impact on IST resources resulting from the 

Pro 

Thank you for bringing this to my attention. 

Gerry Miller 
Executive Director 
Information Services & Technology 
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Mon. Mar 1, 2004 1053 AM 

From: Neil Marnoch < r n a r n o c h n @ M s . U M ~ ~ ~ + ~ ~  c*' . .- - - - 

Reply-To: marnochn@Ms.UManitoba.CA ; 

Organization: University of Manitoba 
[ ~ E Q I ~  ZL~PV~KT' 

To: .cwittyd@cc.UManitoba.CA> 
(2cG3 S ~ U D  l &  

Date: Monday, March 1, 2004 10;26 AM 
@O b ~ d &  dl<fl, 

Subject: PhD Proposal 

Dr.  Witcy. I've reviewed the prOpoMl f o r  a P ~ D  i r z  Wchitcchlrs md Bee no 

Droblaru in S t u d a t  Records supporting chis program. 

I noza rhoz chwc is a ewd deal of potential  for t.rnrfczr of credit into this mogram 
and woula like co ranind you Umc 0-~llsfcr of credit, whilc reducing the 
courscw~rk required in a propram, does M c  r a c e  chr p n y r a  fess csswsd.  

I un confused by the marh rnlnted t o  k i n c a m e  ~ r o j e c t i m s  i n  Attachmmt 3. IE the 
ussum$cion i3 Cno nrri Qtudcncs each y a ,  with d studont sbrdying. a 
minimum rour Yeaxs, I've udculacrCL Unt a four Y= the total inoow 
E m  f w s  would be 65,522. The amount staceb in che reporr is 33,283. PI-e 
=re rhn attnchtd =readsheet showing my calculatians. 

oocd luck w i l l 1  Llre ~ S O F Q S ~ . .  

Neil 

mail moth 
Director. Student Records 
400 Univarzity Centre 
Univ-rsity of Mani tobi, 
Winnipeg, HB R3T 2N2 
P ~ G  2oa-474-9425 
Pa: 2U4-2'15-2589 

----------Am-- mc10-e n w  ,, ---- 
' l'his messaga contains the file 'PNI Rrch Fees.xls'. which has B e n  - trum-. If you are using Pq- Elsll, then you can use 
th* brwner's O X U a c k  b t i m  to Lift t h e  otioinal concenm 
ouc ;o 6 Lllr, ocllcrwise y ~ u  will have t o  w b o c t  thc m c s m q e  
Wd UUdecode it W u a l l Y -  
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I V  E R S 1  1 Faculty of Architecture 
OF M A N I T O B A  

Archi~ecrure 
City Planning 
Environmenlal Design 
Interior Design 
landscape Architecture - 

Office of the Dean 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
Canada R3T 2N2 
Tclepl~one (204) 474-9558 
Fax (204) 474-7532 

TO: Dr. Pamela Hawranik, Associate Dean (Programs and Planning) - -. 

Faculty of Graduate Studies 

FROM: David R-Witty, PhD., M W C ,  FCIP 
Dean, Faculty of Architecture 

SUBJECT: Faculty of Architecture Response to External Review of 
Proposed PhD. 

Further to your memo of November 16". please find herein our response to the two 
external examination reports. 

Since the examiners provided two separale reports because they attended the University 
and reviewed the documentation on two separate occasions, we have provided feedback 
on each report with a general overview. 

1. General overview 

- 
Both reviewers supportthe PhD proposal~ach reviewer had specificpoinlsand - 
suggestions, none of which change the overall structure and intent of the proposed 
Ph.D. The following will examine the specific suggestions. 

The reviewers note that the Faculty will need to expand its faculty members with 
Ph.D.s and both offer helpful advice on how the Faculty might go about that 
Certainly, the Faculty will require support from Adminishation to hire necessary 
resources (i.e, one new position in the Department of Architecture, a CRC for 
CAST and replacement positions through SIP), as noted in the proposal and 
reiterated by the reviewers. 



2. Professor Sinelair's Report: 

a. Proposed focus 

Professor Sinclair questions the need for the two foci. He argues that the 
Ph.D. would be better served by the 'traditional' model of a general PhD. 
that attempts to attract candidates on the basis of their interests as those 
interests might relate to faculty interests and Faculty resources. In fact, the 
proposal is based on a NEW emerging model that offers a Design focus 
for the Ph.D. (as well as the more traditional planning focus). By offering 
a design focus, the Faculty will be the first in Canada to do so. It will 
address a growing trend internationally that has emerged in 1998. 
Universities are in fact beginning to establish Ph.D.s with a design focus 
(where that capability exists). For instance, the University of Arizona has 
recently announced such a degree and is holding an international 
conference on the topic in 2005. It is imperative that the W.D. offer both 
foci if we are to move ahead of other Canadian programs (including 
Calgary where Professor Sinclair is Dean). 

There is a significant international debate that has emerged over the past 
four years around design Ph.Ds. The growing consensus is that programs 
that offer a Ph.D. in Design are highly desirable and marketable. Such a 
degree is cutting edge. Iris essential that the Faculty of Architecture 
continue to aspire to lead rather than follow. A PhD. in Design will 
continue that initiative. 

b. ' Pro~osed five streams 

- The proposed five streams build on the strengths of the Faculty and other - 
Faculties at the-University of Manitobaffhe streams rely, in part, on other 
Faculties for course delivery. This is intentional and reflective of the 

. interdisciplinary thrust of the proposed Ph.D. Reducing the Ph.D. to a non- 
streamed degree reduces its ability to focus, to promote identified 
slrengths and to target market to those applicants who have identified 
specific complementary aspirations. The streams can (and will) change 
over time as resources and needs change. 

Rather than limit the Ph.D. candidates and the faculty, the streams declare 
strengths and interests and investments made to date. That will be helpM 
in attracting Ph.D. candidates and new faculty (and potential funding): 
Focus is key. Five streams permit the Faculty to focus its energies and 
resources. Given that there will be only four students admitted in any one 
year and that students will be  admitted only if resources ate available to 



support their specific (and declared stream of interest), there will not be 
any threat of 'overloading' any one area or faculty member. 

c. Imbalance of current Ph.D. facultv members 

Professm Sinclair notes that there is an imbalance in the number of faculty 
members who have PhD.s in the four Departments (as confined in the 
Ph.D. Proposal). For instance, the Department of Architecture does not 
currently have a faculty member who holds a Ph.D. (note: &is is common 
to architecture depattments across the world- as confirmed by Professor 
Sinclair who is an architect himself and a Dean). The Faculty recognises 
this as an impediment to the delivery of a PhD. in Design where a 
candidate wishes to pussue a Ph.D. in the building structure stream. 
Therefore, the Faculty has instituted a 'grow our own Ph.D.' initiative 
whereby the Dean's Ofice supports and encourages faculty members to 
complete Ph.D.s. As noted in the Ph.D. proposal, there will he additional 
Ph.D.s over the next few years. In addition, the Deans Officeis 
specifically encouraging Department of Architecture faculty lo complete 
Ph.D.s. As well, the Department expects to hire a PhD. faculty member 
(History/Theory) within the next few months to join theFaculty in 
September. The Faculty has also been identified for a CRC for the Centre 
for Architectural Structures and Technology (CAST). That CRC will hold 
a PhD. and be central to a research agenda in the Department of 
Architecture (in building structures). 

3. Dr. Seasons' Report: 

a. Curriculum: research methods 
- 

- 
- Dr. seasons recommends that the cunkulum include a clear rqirement 

that ensures that qualitative and quantitative methods are mandatory. That 
is in fact the intent of the proposal (it states that the research methods 
course will be required). We agree with him and it is so stated in the 
proposal. He suggests that the Research Methods course be taken in the 
first year and we agree. We have made that change. 

b. Cum-culum: leneth of time 

Dr. Seasons suggests that the coursework be able to be completed within 
24 months rather than 3 years. We a p e  and have made that change. 



c. Deeree name 

Dr. Seasons recommends that the Ph.D. degree be called "Environmental 
Design." While that suggestion has some appeal, it is our view that i t  
creates nomenclature problems by confusing it with our undergraduate 
degree (Environmental Design) and with the Faculty of Environment, 
Earth and Resources, environmental options. 

As noted in the comrnenls related lo Professor Sinclair's suggestion for no 
special naming, the intent is to identify with the newly emerging Design 
Ph.D. dialogue that is being led by European universities. 

d. Facultv name 

Dr. Seasons suggests that we rename our Faculty. This is outside his 
mandate and is not something we intend to pursue, at least at the present 
time. 

By and large the two separate reviews are quite supportive and urge the University to 
supporl the proposal. 

The foregoing for your information. 



U N I V E R S I T Y  
OF M A N I T O B A  

I Faculty of Architecture 

February 2,2005 

Archilecture 
City Planning 
Environmental Design 
Interior Design 
Landscape Architeawe 

Office o i  the Dean 
Winnipeg. Manitoba 
Canada R3T 2NZ 
Telephone (204) 474-9558 
Fax (204) 474-7532 

TO: Dr. Pam Hawranik, Associate Dean (Graduate Studies) 

FROM: David R.Witty, Ph-D., MRAIC, FCIP 
Dean, Faculty of Architecture 

.\ 
SUBJECT: Notes on Professor Brian Sinclair's comments Re: PhD. Proposal 

There were two separate reviews of our Ph-D. Proposal. One was very positive (Dr. Mark 
Seasons from the University of Waterloo) and one fiom Professor Brian Sinclair who is 
Dean of the Faculty of Environmental Design, University of Calgary where a Ph.D. is 
offered. 

1. Weaknesses: 
D Imbalance in Ph.D. credentials is recognised in the Ph@. Proposal and is 

being addressed through new hiring and 'grow our own' Ph.D.s so that the 
Department of Architecture will have three Ph.D.'s in five years; 

o Interdisciplinarity: no apologies here. This is in fact an intended focus within 
the Faculty and in linkages to other Faculties (principally Education, 
Environment and Engineerin 

o Streams: are intended to give e PhD. candidate research, - 
complemgt existing interests anhemerging needs and ensure that candidates - 
are accepted with a clear sense of direction; 

o Research record: the recent accreditation of the Graduate program in 
kchitecture provided the following quote: 'Xecent initiatives such as CAST 
place the Architecture programme at the forefront of architectunl research in 
Noah America" In addition, Interior Design is developing a strong research 
focus with its new Ph.D. faculty members and City Planning continues to have 
a very strong research agenda. The Faculty is leading the way in much of the 
design and planning research agenda in Canada; 

o Internal concerns: the PhD. hoposal has been led by the Dean, but has 
involved significant consultation with an advisory committee and has received 
Faculty Council support on two occasions, including the latest in which the 
Faculty Council unanimously endorsed the PhD. Proposal May 22,2003; 



o Internal priorities: there is no lack of clarity on pnolities: the Dean has shared 
the Strategic Resource Plan with Faculty Council, has developed it in 
consultation wilh Department Heads and Associate Deans and has identified 
the numerous priorities within the past two budge1 submissions. - - 

IL i s  my view the aforementioned comments have been addressed fully and were not 
raised by the otherreviewer. 



Report of the Senate Planning and Priorities Committee on the Proposal to introduce 
a Ph.D. in Design and Planning in the Faculty of Architecture 

Preamble 

1. The terms of reference of the Senate Planning and Priorities Committee (SPPC) 
are found in the Senate Handbook, Section 8.32, wherein SPPC is charged with 
making recommendations to Senate regarding proposed academic programs. 

2. The Programs and Planning Committee of the Faculty of Graduate Studies 
(FGS) has the responsibility of reviewing new graduate programs and makes 
recommendations to FGS Council. 

3. On the basis of such a recommendation from the Programs and Planning 
Committee, the FGS proposes the creation of a new Ph.D. program in Design 
and Planning in the Faculty of Architecture. 

Observations 

1. The intent of the proposed Ph.D. program is to support advanced study and 
research of the built and natural environments, within the broad field of 
architecture, from the perspective of four Design and Planning disciplines: 
architecture, city planning, interior design, and landscape architecture. Design 
and Planning refer to two separate streams within the proposed Ph.D. program. 
The Design stream will examine the built and natural environment on a relatively 
small scale from building technology through urban design, whereas the 
Planning stream will do so on a relatively large scale from urban design through 
regional analysis. Cross-cutting the two streams are the four disciplines, each of 
which can operate at the Design or the Planning scale, and all of which are 
unusually well represented at the University of Manitoba with respect to faculty 
expertise and accredited undergraduate and Masters-level programs. The 
structure of the proposed program thus appears to draw upon the Faculty of 
Architecture's unique ability to deliver a broad, interdisciplinary education at this 
advanced level, and at the same time to support both the Faculty's emerging 
research focus and the University's recent commitment to develop the Centre for 
Music, Art, and Design, and the Centre for Architectural Structures and 
Technologies. 

2. The Faculty of Architecture has carried out a needs assessment in relation to the 
proposed program, which speaks to the issue of possible demand for the 
program. The assessment concludes that very few universities in Canada could 
offer a similarly integrated Ph.D. program, and only the Universite de Montreal 
currently does so, despite a growing emphasis on integration in current 
architectural research and practice (as noted by proponents and external 



May 16,2005 
reviewers of this proposal). Enrolment is Proiected at two students annuallv in 
the first four years of the program, and up to4  students in any one year 

. 
thereafter. Total enrolment is projected at 8 students during the first four years, 
on the basis of faculty numbers. 

3. A relevant Masters degree will be required for admission to the proposed Ph.D. 
program, with preference shown to candidates with a professional degree and 
experience who have further distinguished themselves in professional practice or 
education. Candidates will declare their intent to specialize in building 
structures, design and planning education, design and planning practice, design 
and planning theory, or sustainable design and planning; they must provide 
evidence of financial support; and they will be interviewed as part of the 
admission process. Among the requirements to complete the Ph.D. are 700- 
level courses in theory and research methods in Design and Planning, a 
comprehensive methods paper, and a comprehensive theory to be 
completed before the candidacy examination and thesis. 

4. Two courses will be introduced: 166.7XX Advanced Theory of Design and 
Planning (3 credit hours), and 166.7W Advanced Research Methods in Design 
and Planning (3 credit hours). Students will select the remaining 6 credit hours 
of required coursework from existing courses in several departments. 

5. Delivery of the proposed program will be enhanced through a new academic 
appointment beginning on July I, 2005. Optimally, another position will be 
sought in 2008 through the normal resource allocation process based on 
demand and budgetary considerations at that time. 

6.  The University of Manitoba Libraries can support the proposed program with 
existing resources. However, facultv members identified iournals that would 
enhance the Libraries' current holdings, with a one-time cost of about $3,000 to 
acquire back issues and ongoing subscription costs of about $1,000 annually. 

7. All other resources for the proposed program will be supplied from funds at the 
disposal of the Dean of the Faculty of Architecture. 

Recommendations: 

The SPPC recommends that: 

Senate approve and recommend to the Board of Governors that it approve the 
introduction of a Ph.D. program in Design and Planning in the Faculty of 
Architecture. 

Respectfully submitted, 



May 16,2005 

Norman Hunter, Chair 
Senate Planning and Priorities Committee 





June 28,2005 

Report of the Senate Committee on the Calendar 

Preamble 

1. The terms of reference for the Senate Committee on the Calendar are found in Section 8.20 
of the Senate Handbook (revised 2000). 

2. The Committee is charged with preparing the University Calendars and providing advice on 
matters referred to it concerning the University Calendars. 

3. The Committee met on June 22, 2005 to discuss issues relating to the Calendar and 
Registration Guide. 

Observations 

1. The paper version of the Calendar, published in April of each year, is currently the 
authoritative, official version of the Calendar. In addition to providing students and staff 
with information about courses, programs and policies, the Calendar is an integral part of 
the Universities promotion plan. 

2. The Committee reviewed a Listing protocol for Faculties and Schools in the Calendar 
(paper and web). It was determined that listing Faculties and Schools by discipline would 
assist students when searching for specific disciplines. 

. .. 

3. The Committee felt that Faculties and Schools should also be cross-referenced by the 
full name to assist those familiar with the University structure. 

4. The Committee discussed combining the Registration Guide and the Calendar. The two 
sections would remain as separate documents within the same book. Due to the fact that 
the Calendar is comprised of Senate approved matters, the Committee felt Senate should be 
made aware of the combination of the two documents. This change will reduce costs. 
increase efficiencies, and improve the distribution of the Calendarand Registration Guides. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Jeff M. Leclerc, Chair 
Senate Committee on the Calendar 

lnis 



Report o f  the Senate Committee on Awards respectins Awards - Auaust 3.2005 (Part B) 

Preamble 

The Senate Committee on Awards (SCOA) terms of reference include the following 
responsibility: 

"On behalf of Senate, to approve and inform Senate of all new offers and amended 
offers of awards that meet the published guidelines presented to Senate on November 
3, 1999, and as thereafter amended by Senate. Where, in the opinion of the Committee, 
acceptance is recommended for new offers and amended offers which do not meet the 
published guidelines or which other wise appear to be discriminatory under Policy No. 
419, such offers shall be submitted to Senate for approval." (Senate, April 5, 2000) 

Observation 

At its meeting on August 3, 2005. Senate Committee on Awards reviewed two new applications 
that appears to be discriminatory under policy number 41 9. The committee received letters of 
support for the Mary and Louis Finkle Aboriginal and Immigrant Scholarship and the Sonia and 
Ralph Kaplan Aboriginal and Immigrant Bursary from Mr. Peter Dueck. Executive Director of 
Enrolment Services and Kali Storm, Director of the Aboriginal Student Centre. 

Recommendation 

The Senate Committee on Awards recommends that Senate approve and recommends that the 
Board of Governors approve the Mary and Louis Finkle Aboriginal and Immigrant Scholarship 
and the Sonia and Ralph Kaplan Aboriginal and Immigrant Bursary as set out in Appendix A of 
the Report of the Senate Committee on Awards - Part B dated August 3, 2005. 

Professor R. Baydack, Chair 
Senate committee on Awards 

comments of t_he Senate E:ecutivs Committee: 
1he ~ ~ ~ , ~ i ~  Exei;aii:~e Cr,iyi;i,it:.zs c;:d~rses 



SENATE COMMITTEE ON AWARDS REPORT TO SENATE - AUGUST 3,2005 (Part B) 

APPENDIX "A" 

OFFERS 

MARY AND LOUIS FINKLE ABORIGINAL AND IMMIGRANT SCHOLARSHIP 

A gift of $10,000 from the family of Mary and Louis Finkle, matched equally by the Manitoba 
Scholarship and Bursary Initiative, has established an endowment fund of $20,000 to provide 
scholarship support annually to a student who is graduating from St. John's, Sisler or R.B. 
Russell High Schools and attends the University of Manitoba. 

A scholarship, valued at the available annual interest (approximately $450), will be offered each 
year to a student who: 

(1) is either Aboriginal (Status, non-Status, MBtis, Inuit), a landed immigrant or a first- 
generation Canadian; 

(2) applies for admission to University 1 or any faculty or school of the University which 
admits students directly from high school; 

(3) is graduating from St. John's, Sisler, or R.B. Russell High Schools and has 
demonstrated consistent class attendance; 

(4) has achieved a minimum average of 80 percent on the courses considered for 
University entrance; 

(5) when enrolled at the University, is a full-time student taking a minimum 60 percent 
course-load; 

(6) demonstrates, with proper documentation. 
through volunteer and extracurricular activi 
athletic teams, associations, clubs, charities, religious organizations, part-time 
andlor summer employment, and a commitment to family.' 

'These activities represent an important part of the scholarship selection. Preference will be 
given to candidates who have shown participation and leadership in as many of the above 
categories as possible. 

St. John's, Sisler and R.B. Russell High Schools will each nominate one candidate each year. 
Out of this pool of three, the scholarship winner will be picked. Potential candidates will start 
gathering required application information in early spring. The nominations of the high schools 
will be forwarded to the University of Manitoba by May 1. 

The selection committee will meet in late May or early June to select the award recipient. The 
scholarship recipient will be announced in June to allow the winner to be honoured at the high 
school graduation ceremony. 



SENATE COMMITTEE ON AWARDS REPORT TO SENATE - AUGUST 3,2005 (Part B) 

The scholarship is only open to June high school graduates who are attending the University of 
Manitoba in the next fall or winter session. No deferrals will be allowed for subsequent sessions. 

The selection committee will be named by the Executive Director of Enrolment Services and 
shall include a representative of the Finkle family and one representative each from St. John's, 
Sisler, and R.B. Russell High School (with these high school representatives serving in a non- 
voting capacity). 

SONIA AND RALPH KAPLAN ABORIGINAL AND IMMIGRANT BURSARY 

A gift of $10,000 from the family of Sonia and Ralph Kaplan, matched equally by the Manitoba 
Scholarship and Bursary Initiative, has established an endowment fund of $20,000 to provide 
bursary support annually to a student who is graduating from St. John's, Sisler or R.B. Russell 
High Schools and attends the University of Manitoba. 

A bursary, valued at the available annual interest (approximately $450), will be offered each 
year to a student who: 

(1) is either Aboriginal (Status, non-Status, Metis, Inuit), a landed immigrant or a first- 
generation Canadian; 

(2) applies for admission to University 1 or any faculty or school of the University which 
admits students directly from high school; 

(3) is graduating from St. John's, Sisler, or R.B. Russell High Schools and has 
demonstrated consistent class attendance; 

(4) has achieved a minimum average of 70 percent on the courses considered for 
University entrance; 

(5 
application form; 

(6) when enrolled at the University, is a full-time student taking a minimum 60 percent 
course-load; 

(7) demonstrates, with proper documentation, participation and leadership abilities 
through volunteer and extracurricular activities, including student government, 
athletic teams, associations, clubs, charities, religious organizations, part-time 
andlor summer employment, and a commitment to family.' 

*These activities represent an important part of the bursary selection. Preference will be given 
to candidates who have shown participation and leadership in as many of the above categories 
as possible. 

St. John's, Sisler and R.B. Russell High Schools will each nominate one candidate each year. 



SENATE COMMITTEE ON AWARDS REPORT TO SENATE - AUGUST 3,2005 (Part B) 

Out of this pool of three, the bursary winner will be picked. Potential candidates will start 
gathering required application infomlation in early spring. The nominations of the high schools 
will be forwarded to the University of Manitoba by May 1. The selection committee will meet in 
late May or early June to select the award recipient. (The names of bursary recipients cannot 
be released, according to University policy.) 

The bursary is only open to June high school graduates who are attending the University of 
Manitoba in the next fall or winter session. No deferrals will be allowed for subsequent sessions. 

The selection committee will be named by the Executive Director of Enrolment Services and 
shall include a representative of the Finkle family and one representative each from St. John's. 
Sisler, and R.B. Russell High School (with these high school representatives serving in a non- 
voting capacity). 



U N I V E R S I T Y  
OF M A N I T O B A  

/ Enrolment Services 

421 University Centre 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
Canada R3T ZN2 
Telephone (204) 471-8820 
Fax (204) 474-7554 

July 22,2005 

Dr. Rick Baydack 
Chair, Senate Committee on Awards 
c/o Diana Kaspersion, Awards Establishment Coordinator 
Financial Aid and Awards Office 
422 University Centre 

RE: Mary and Louis Finkle Aboriginal and lmmigrant Scholarship 
Sonia and Ralph Kaplan Aboriginal and lmmigrant Bursary 

Dear Dr. Baydack and members of the Senate Committee on Awards: 

Enrolment Services at the University of Manitoba is committed to growth in Aboriginal education, 
The Aboriginal population in Manitoba makes up 11.7% (approximately 150,045) of the total 
population of Manitoba. According to the Senate-approved General Terms and Conditions for 
Student Awards at the University of Manitoba, we can allow and encourage the establishment of 
discriminatory awards for designated groups such as Aboriginal students as long as the proportion 
of Aboriginal students to the total student population falls below 80 percent of the proportion of 
Aboriginal people within the total provincial population. Eighty percent of 21.7% is 9.36%. and the 
population of Aboriginal students on campus is still a long way from 9.36% of the total student 
population. 

In 2004-2005, the undergraduate student population was 23,935. At 9.36% of this total student 
population, we would hope to have a population of at least 2240 Aboriginal students. The actual 
number of self- raduate population. 

As the statistics show, Aboriginal students are a highly under-represented group within the 
University. Therefore, I strongly support the establishment of both the Mary and Louis Finkle 
Aboriginal and lmmigrant Scholarship and the Sonia and Ralph Kaplan Aboriginal and Immigrant 
Bursaw. 

University of Manitoba undergraduate student 
population 

Aboriginal undergraduate student population 

Aboriginal undergraduate student population by % 

2003-2004 

23032 

1378 

5.98% 

2002-2003 

21724 

924 

4.25% 

2001-2003 

20534 

794 

3.87% 

2000-2001 

19000 

513 

2.70% 



U N I V E R S I T Y  
OF M A N I T O B A  

/ Aboriginal Student Centre 
July 20,2005 

Dr. Rick Baydack 
Chair of the Senate Committee on Awards 
c/o Ms. Diana Kaspersion, Awards Establishment Coordinator 
422 University Centre 

Dear Dr. Baydack & Senate Committee: 

537 University Centre 
W&peg, Manitoba R3T 2N2 
Telephone (204) 474-8850 
Fax (204)275-3142 
Toll Free in Manitoba 
1-800-432-1960 ext. 8850 
asc@umanitoba.ca 

Please accept this letter as formal support for the Mary and Louis Finkle Aboriginal 
and Immigrant Scholarship and the Sonia and Ralph Kaplan Aboriginal and Immigrant 
Bursary designed to assist Aboriginal students entering the University of Manitoba. 

As the Director of the Aboriginal Student Centre, I can verify that financial strain is 
the leading cause for Aboriginal students leaving school before graduation. It is common 
knowledge that many Aboriginal peoples live in poverty and whereas auniversity education 
can help rectify this, most cannot afford to do so. It is only reasonable that the University of 
Manitoba would want to assist in rectifying this situation with or without the declared 
commitments made in the Strategic Plan. 

The number of Aboriginal students attending the University of Manitoba continues 
to increase and, I believe, is partially due to the fmancial assistance made available through 
programs and faculties. Both the Mary and Louis F i e  Aboriginal and Immigrant 
Scholarship and the Sonia and Ralph Kaplan Aboriginal and Immigrant Bursary are 
examples of an educational institution wanting to assist with the financial difficulties faced 
by some of their students. For many Aboriginal students, attending university requires 
moving away &om home knowing there is little or no financial assistance available &om 
their families should they need it. I commend this effort to support Aboriginal students 
pursuing a degree at the University of Manitoba. 

I h s t  that the Senate committee will approve this scholarship and bursary and others 
like it, in the hopes of increasing the recruitment and retention of Aboriginal students. 

In education, mee-gwetch! 

- 

Student Centre 

There m 150,045 Aboriginal people in ManiLoba. or 11.7% of  the population. 
There ax currently 1563 undergadnate Aboriginal students who self-declared at University ofManitoba, or 
6.5% of  the undergradunte population. 
2.9% of the Aboriginal population in Manitoba have completed university vs. 12.6% of  the non-Aboriginal 
population. 

* Statistics are from the Government of Cmada 'Aboriginal People in Manitoba' and &om Institutional Analysis 'A 
Pmfile of Canadian Aboriginal Students at The University ofManitoba'. 



Oflicc o i  tlie Dean 
\?Jinnipeg, lvlanilobn 
Canada R3T IN7 
Telephone (204) 474-SO09 

U N I V E R S I T Y  I Fax (204) 474-7660 I Continuing Education Division percivaOms.umanitoba.c~ 
E M A N I T O B A  

July 28,2005 

Mr. Jeff LeClerc, University Secretary 
Office of the University Secretary 
3 13 Administration Building 

Re: Change of Unit Name: From Continuing Education Division 
to Division of Extended Education 

Dear Mr. LeClerc: 

At the Continuing Education Council meeting of May 4,2005, the foilowing motion was 
moved by Continuing Education Council Executive, seconded by Faye Bartlette and 
approved by Council: 

"Tl~at Corri~cil approve tlreproposal to cirnr~ge the itame of tire Contiilrritlg Edzrcation 
Divisiorr to tlre Division of Exterrded Ed~rcatiorr." 

On behalf of the Continuing Education Council, I request that a motion to change t l~e 
name of the Continuing Education Division to the Division of Extended Education go 
forward to Senate and the Board of Governors for approval. 

Rationale: 

The rationale 
1. Changing Mandate: 

The title, Continuing Education Division, is not a good overall descriptor for 
the types of programs offered or the audiences served by the unit'. It 
appropriately describes certificate and noncredit programs targeted to adult 
learners but registrations in these programs, though significant, now represent 
only 18-20% of total annual registrations. In the 5-vear period between 
2000101 and 2004105, nondegree registmtions fell by 27%. Key indicators 
suggest that this downward trend may plateau but it is not likely to reverse. 
The current trend in programming, as reflected in registrations and new 
program initiatives, is increasingly focused on the development and delivery 
of degree credit offerings targeted to younger, sequential students. Between 
2000101 and 2004105, registrations in degree credit increased by 32%; much 
of this growth was in Distance Education but Summer Session and Aboriginal 
Focus Programs have also experienced steady growth. New, atypical degree- 
based initiatives, such as the delivery of University 1 in Guangzhuo, China, 

A briefoverview of prognms and services is provided in the attached Appendix. 



starting this September, suggest additional growth potential in degree credit 
delivery to international high school graduates. 
Our increasing focus on degree credit is also reflected in the newly established 
Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) Office funded by COPSE and intended 
to support degree credit RPL initiatives across the University. 

2. Promotion/Branding Problems: 
The increasing divergence between the message implied by our current title 
with respect to our programs and target audiences (nondegreelnoncredit-adult 
learners) and the reality of our programming (degree-young, sequential 
learners) creates serious "branding" problems for the unit. As our degree 
credit enrollments increase, the number of students we serve who actually 
identify with "continuing education" decreases. This disconnect is 
exacerbated by the decision of some degree program areas to intentionally 
disassociate their programs from the unit by omitting the Division's title fiom 
~romotion materials. As a result. we cannot create an identitv for the unit that 
promotes awareness of the full range of programs and services we provide or 
that highlights our potential to develop innovative, outreach degree credit - - 
programming.  his situation adverseiy affects our image with& the wider 
community and it similarly affects how our role is perceived and understood 
within the University community. In addition, "continuing education" has a 
long history within universities and, for some, the phrase is tinged with 
connotations of marginality and low quality. 

3. Rationale for "The Division of Extended Education": 
Our quest for a title that better describes the range of programs and s e ~ c e s  
offered by the unit included: a search of the titles of member units of the 
University Continuing Education Association (LJCEA) and the Canadian 
Association for University Continuing Education (CAUCE); an invitation to 
staffto Gve fee 
series of focus group interviews with students to get feedback on th;ee title 
options. 
After much discussion and feedback from staff, the Division Management 
Team (DMT) selected "Extended Education" as the best overall title option 
for the following reasons: 

1) "Extended" is the most suitable of the new terms currently in use to 
describe units in the US and Canada that share similar programming 
profiles to our own. Our previous unit titles (Department of Extension 
and Adult Education, 1949; Extension Division, 1968; Continuing 
Education Division, 1975) have also reflected the terminology popular 
at the time. In the past, this strategy has been useful in developing 
broader community awareness of our mission within the university 
context. 

2) The term is flexible and open to our interpretation; for example, it can 
be used to describe programs that extend educational opportunities to 
existing or new audiences of learners through the use oftechnology, 



off-campus and community-based delivery, alternative scheduling, 
tailored program formats, and modified or targeted content. At the 
same time, it does not cany the same connotations as "Extension", an 
established term with its roots in agricultural education. 

The University of Manitoba Bylaw 21.00 defines Continuing Education as a 
"division", as opposed to a faculty, school, department or institute. Although 
staffwould have preferred an alternate term, none of the other categories 
identified in the Bylaw are appropriate and we could not agree on another 
tern. As a compromise, assuming our new title is approved, we have decided 
that the unit will be referred to simply as "Extended Education" for promotion 
purposes and daily usage. 

Implementation: 

Assuming that the name change is approved, we intend to launch the new name with an 
internal and external promotion campaign, most likely in early spring to coincide with 
brochure preparation for 2006/07; however, as soon as approval is received, we will 
officially become Extended Education and we will begin the transition to our new 
identity. 

To ensure that the transition is smooth and reasonably transparent for students and 
community partners who currently identify with "Continuing Education" (i.e., adult 
learners and community sponsors who support our certificate programs), Management, 
Professional and Community Programs, the area currently responsible for the majority of 
certificate program offered by the Division, will be renamed "Continuing Education". 

In addition, the Distance Education Program will be renamed "Distance and Online 
Education" to better reflect the area's expertise in, and increasing focus on, online course 

Please find attached a letter of support for our proposal fiom Dean John Wiens, Faculty 
of Education. 

Sincerely, 

Dean, Continuing Education Division 

APIsb 
Attachments 



Appendix: A Brief Overview of Continuing Education Division Programs/Services 

Core Activities: 
There are seven major program areas in CED: Aboriginal Focus Programs, ACCESS 
Programs, Distance Education, English Language Studies, General Studies, Management - - 
~rofessional and Community programs, and Summer Session. We also offer the Canadian 
Forces University Program and Off Campus Study. We are currently involved in developing 
the supports necessary to deliver University 1 at the Clifford School, Guangzhuo, China and 
we expect to offer a similar program at Sichuan University in 2006. We have also established 
the Recognition for Prior Learning (RPL) Office to support RPL initiatives across the 
University. 

The following breakdown illustrates the primary credit type and delivery mode used by program 
areas: 
Demee credit 

Aboriginal Focus Programs (community-based delivery) 
The ACCESS Programs (on campus supports for degree credit) 
The Canadian Forces University Program (distance delivery) 
The Distance Education Program (distance delivery) 
General Studies (on campus delivery) 
Off Campus Study (community-based delivery) 
Summer Session (on campus, some travel study) 

Certificate Credit and Noncredit 
Aboriginal Focus Programs (community-based certificate credit) 
English Language Programs (on campus, noncredit and certificate credit) 
Management, Professional and Community Programs (on campus, off campus and distance 

delivery; primarily certificate credit) - Summer Session (on campus, noncredit) 

A brief description of the major program areas follows: 
* Aboripinal Focus Programs (AFP) delivers degree credit diploma and transition programs 

as well as certificate programs that respond to the post-secondary and professional 
development needs of Aboriginal people. In cooperation with Aboriginal stakeholders 
and faculties, programs are delivered in community-based formats for part time or full 
time study. Courses are designed or modified to ensure relevance to Aboriginal learners 
and include appropriate supports for off campus learners. Programs delivered in 
Winnipeg are delivered at the University of Manitoba Downtown: Aboriginal Education 
Centre located in Place Promenade. 

The ACCESS Promams provide academic, personal, social and financial supports to non- 
traditional, primarily Aboriginal, students seeking degrees. ACCESS is currently 
comprised of four programs: University of Manitoba Access Program (UMAP), Special 
Premedical Studies Program (SPSP), the Professional Health Program (PHP), and the 
Nursing Access Program (NAP). Following an extensive program review, ACCESS will 
initiate a one-month orientation program this summer (2005) and is moving toward a 
two-year transition focus. In addition, SPSP will merge with NAP to create the Health 
Careers Access Program. 



The Distance Education Promam (DE) provides flexible access to degree credit courses 
and programs by using instructional technologies that connect students and instructors 
who are physically separated. Since each instructional technology has distinct 
pedagogical implications for course design, face-to-face courses must be redesigned for 
distance delivery. Four delivery modes are used: independent study (print-based course 
materials, often supplemented by online and audiovisual materials), group-based study 
(print-based materials, supplemented by online and audiovisual materials, and discussion 
via audio-conference), net-based study (entirely online), and Campus Manitoha (a 
distance delivery partnership of Manitoba's post-secondary universities and colleges). 
Central to DE programming is the provision of appropriate academic and advising 
supports for distance learners. 

Enalish Lanaua~e Studies provides noncredit and certificate courses in second language 
acquisition and teacher training to students from Manitoha, Quebec and more than 20 
countries around klie world. The progTams currently offered include the Intensive English 
Program, Summer Language Bursary Program, Certificate in Teaching English as a 
Second Language, Conversational Language Courses and customized courses for contract 
groups. Some online courses are currently under development. 

General Studies (GS) provides students who are not seeking a U of M degree with the 
opportunity to enroll in degree credit courses in various faculties/schools. Students may 
take courses for personal or professional development or to meet faculty entrance 
requirements. The types of students admitted include transfer students from other 
universities, returning U o f M  students, diploma students, international language studies 
students, and mature students. GS is also the "home faculty" for most visiting students at 
the University. 

Manaeement, Professional and Communitv Promams (MPCP) develops and delivers 
comprehensive certificate and noncredit programs to meet the on-going learning needs of 
today's workforce. With over 30 programs ranging from adult education to applied 
counselling to management development, MPCP provides 
knowledge and skills needed t o  advance in their careers. 
delivered in consultation with appropriate faculty, industry, and community leaders. 

Summer Session (SS) strives to develop a comprehensive, integrated program of studies 
at the University from May to September. To meet the needs of its primary audience, U 
of M undergraduate students, SS offers high demand degree courses and courses not 
scheduled in regular session, courses particularly suited to spring and summer, and new 
and innovative courses. New course development is supported by the SS innovation 
Fund. SS also works with departments and the community to develop nondegree courses 
and programs, or combined degree and nondegree programs, with broad community 
appeal. 

Three centralized service areas support CED programs: Finance & Information; Creative 
Services; and, Staffing & Administrative Services. In addition to our primary on campus location 
in the Continuing Education Complex, the ACCESS Programs are located in University Centre. 
We also operate the University of Manitoha Downtown: Aboriginal Education Centre in Place 
Promenade and we have an office and classroom facility in Thompson, Manitoha. 



u N 1 v E R s l T  I Faculty of Education 
OF M A N I T O B A  

July 21,2005 

Office of the Dean 
225 Educalion Building 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
Canada R3T 2N2 
Telephone (204) 474-9001 
Fax (204) 474-7551 
dean-education@umaniloba.ca 

JUL 2 6 2005 

Dr. Anne Percival 
Dean, Continuing Education Division 
167 Con Ed Complex 
University of Manitoba 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
R3T 2N2 

Dear Dr. Percival: 

Re: Faculty of Education Support for a Name Change from 
Continuing Education Division to Division of Extended Education 

On behalf of the Faculty of Education I wish to add our support of a name change for the Continuing 
Education Division from its current title to that of 'Division of Extended Education," as endorsed by 
decision of the Continuing Education Council meeting on May 4,2005. Not only is the proposed name 
change timely but also it reflects more accurately the work of the Division. In addition, we believe it 
would enable the Division to market its offerings more successfully. We encourage and urge the 
Senate of the University to accept this change at the earliest opportunity. 

First, the name change reflects the evolving nomenclature of similar entities to the Continuing 
Education Division around the country, and thus would imply that the University of Manitoba is 
simply keeping pace with developments elsewhere. Second, "extended" education more accurately 
signals that the offerings and clientele of the Division are changing from older adult non-degree, 
upgrading students to younger adult degree and post-degree students furthering an area of study. 
Finally, it permits the Division to promote itself on a more advantageous footing in comparison to 
other like institutional arrangements. All in all, it seems like an opportune time to make this important 
shift in name. 

Please understand that your Council has our full support for this name change, and, if we can assist in 
any way, we are prepared to do so. 

Yours truly, 

Dean 


